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Automatic Generation of Parallel Treebanks:
An Efficient Unsupervised System
(abstract)
Ventsislav Zhechev
The need for syntactically annotated data for use in natural language 
processing has increased dramatically in recent years. This is true especially 
for parallel treebanks, of which very few exist. The ones that exist are 
mainly hand-crafted and too small for reliable use in data-oriented applica-
tions. In this work I introduce a novel open-source platform for the fast and 
robust automatic generation of parallel treebanks through sub-tree align-
ment, using a limited amount of external resources. The intrinsic and ex-
trinsic evaluations that I undertook demonstrate that my system is a feasible 
alternative to the manual annotation of parallel treebanks. Therefore, I ex-
pect the presented platform to help boost research in the field of syntax-
augmented machine translation and lead to advancements in other fields 
where parallel treebanks can be employed.
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1. Introduction
In recent years much effort has been made to make use of syntactic 
information in statistical machine translation (MT) systems (Hearne and 
Way, 2006, Nesson et al., 2006, Chiang, 2007, Lavie, 2008, Li et al., 2009, 
Venugopal and Zollmann, 2009). This has led to increased interest in the 
development of parallel treebanks as the source for such syntactic data. 
They consist of a parallel corpus (or ‘bitext’), both sides of which have been 
parsed and aligned at the sub-tree level.
The sentences in a parallel treebank can be parsed using either 
phrase-structure trees or dependency structures. Theoretically, phrase-
structure-based parallel treebanks may have crossing edges and traces; 
dependency-based parallel treebanks, may have non-projective dependency 
analyses. However, this work will concentrate on phrase-structure-based 
parallel treebanks that do not include crossing edges and traces. Such phrase-
structure analyses are commonly used in MT and computationally more 
efficient than their counterparts that may include crossing edges and traces.
So far parallel treebanks have been created manually or semi-
automatically (!mejrek et al., 2004, Uchimoto et al., 2004, Uibo et al., 
2005, Samuelsson and Volk, 2006, Megyesi et al., 2008). This has proven to 
be a laborious and time-consuming task that is prone to errors and inconsis-
tencies (Samuelsson and Volk, 2007). Because of this, only a few parallel 
treebanks exist and none are of sufficient size for productive use in any sta-
tistical MT application (cf. section 2.1). This leads to the first research ques-
tion of  this work:
Can a system be developed that would allow 
for the fast and robust automatic generation of 
parallel treebanks?
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Here I present an open-source platform for the automatic generation 
of parallel treebanks from parallel corpora. I discuss algorithms both for 
cases in which monolingual phrase-structure parsers (Bikel, 2002, Schmid, 
2004) exist for both languages and for cases in which such parsers are not 
available. Having developed this system, the second research question is 
the following:
Will the parallel treebanks generated using the 
system presented in this thesis be of sufficient 
quality for effective use in Machine Transla-
tion tasks?
I answer this through thorough intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations, 
which show that the parallel treebanks created with the methods described 
in this work are of a high quality and can successfully be used as training 
data for data-oriented MT systems (eg. DOT – Hearne and Way, 2006). 
The parallel treebanks can also be used for other statistical MT applications 
(eg. extraction of phrase-alignment tables for phrase-based statistical MT – 
Tinsley et al., 2009) and for translation studies.
I start in Chapter 2 with a comprehensive survey of existing methods 
for sub-sentential alignment and hand-crafted parallel treebanks. This sur-
vey shows the challenges that come up during the building of a parallel 
treebank, as well as the drawbacks of existing automatic systems. The con-
clusion that we can draw from this chapter are that a new, more robust and 
versatile system is needed that will enable the fast automatic generation of 
parallel treebanks that supersede any such existing hand-crafted treebanks 
both in size and quality.
Next, in Chapter 3, I describe the underlying design of the system 
that I developed. There, I present several different configurations that the 
system can use, as well as the four main operation modes: tree-to-tree, tree-to-
string, string-to-tree and string-to-string. Both an exhaustive full-search-based al-
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gorithm and a fast, robust greedy-search-based alternative for the determi-
nation of the best set of alignments per sentence pair were developed and 
are described in this chapter. I also present an analysis of the time and 
space complexity of  the proposed system.
In Chapter 4, I present the extensive evaluation and analysis that I 
performed on parallel treebanks produced using my system for two different 
data sets, namely the English–French HomeCentre and an excerpt of the 
English–German part of the EuroParl parallel corpus. The results that I 
obtained show clearly that my system is a feasible alternative to the manual 
annotation of parallel treebanks and I expect it to be an effective tool for 
further research in the field of  syntax-augmented MT.
In Chapter 5, I present some possible avenues for further develop-
ment and evaluation of  my system and I conclude in Chapter 6.
Portions of this work have been peer-reviewed and published in the 
proceedings of a number of prestigious international conferences. The paper 
“Robust Language Pair-Independent Sub-Tree Alignment” (Tinsley et al., 
2007) is the first publication of the novel algorithms for sub-sentential 
alignment that lay in the foundation of the current work (cf. section 3.1.1 
and section 3.1.2). It also presents some very promising initial evaluation 
results. This paper was presented at the MT Summit! XI in Copenha-
gen, Denmark.
In “Capturing Translational Divergences with a Statistical Tree-to-
Tree Aligner” (Hearne et al., 2007) we present detailed translational analy-
sis of a version of the HomeCentre corpus aligned using the methods de-
scribed in the paper above. This analysis shows the ability of the presented 
algorithms to capture complex translational divergences, like one-to-many 
and many-to-one correspondences, nominalisations, etc. The paper was 
presented at the Eleventh International Conference on Theoretical and 
Methodological Issues in Machine Translation in Skövde, Sweden.
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“Automatic Generation of Parallel Treebanks” (Zhechev and Way, 
2008) presents for the first time the complete platform for the automatic 
generation of parallel treebanks. It discusses the string-to-string alignment 
module (cf. section 3.2) and the full-search-based selection algorithm (cf. 
section 3.1.3). It also presents updated evaluation results, including using 
the full-search-based algorithm as an evaluation metric (cf. section 4.1.3). I 
presented this paper at the Twenty-second International Conference on 
Computational Linguistics in Manchester, the UK.
Finally, with the paper “Unsupervised Generation of Parallel Tree-
banks through Sub-Tree Alignment” (Zhechev, 2009) I presented my sys-
tem to the open-source community. This paper includes a complete presen-
tation of the employed algorithms, as well as exhaustive usage and installa-
tion information. It was presented within the open-source track of the 
Third MT Marathon in Prague, the Czech Republic and was published in 
the Prague Bulletin of  Mathematical Linguistics.
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2. Related Work
I start off the exposition with a survey of existing parallel treebanks 
and alternative sub-tree alignment systems. First, in section 2.1, I look at 
several phrase-structure- and dependency-based hand-crafted parallel tree-
banks and discuss their usability in the Machine Translation (MT) context. 
The main difference between a phrase-structure tree and a dependency-
based analysis of a sentence is that on the one hand, the phrase-structure 
tree provides an abstract syntactic structure for the sentence in a way 
that positions the words of the sentence as the leaves of the resulting tree 
(see Figure 1).
Figure 1: An example of  phrase-structure analysis of  a sentence
On the other hand, a dependency-based analysis of a sentence pro-
vides information about the syntactic dependencies between the words in 
the sentence. In Figure 2, both a traditional and a tree-based representation 
of the dependency-based analysis of the sentence from Figure 1 can be 
seen (I have omitted the syntactic categories of the dependency relations for 
simplicity). The latter representation is the one usually employed for sub-
sentential alignment of dependency structures. As can be seen, here each 
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node in the tree structure is a word from the sentence that is being ana-
lysed, as opposed to the phrase-structure tree where only the leaf nodes are 
words and the rest are syntactic-category labels. Henceforth, when I use the 
term ‘dependency structure’ I will be referring to the analysis from Figure 2, 
unless explicitly stated otherwise.
This" is" my" main" concern" in" this" matter" .
Traditional Representation Tree-Based Representation 
Figure 2: An example of  dependency-based analyses of  a sentence
Although I try to provide a complete overview of the presented par-
allel treebanks, I am particularly interested in several specific features they 
may or may not have. First, a parallel treebank may not include one-to-
many structural links. There are two reasons for this. On one side, there is 
no agreement in the field as to whether one-to-many links should be treated 
in a conjunctive or in a disjunctive manner. This means that if a system us-
ing a parallel treebanks were to expect one-to-many links, it would have to 
be built to support both types of treatment, which increases the develop-
ment complexity. On the other hand, the information encoded by conjunc-
tive one-to-many links is implicitly present in a structural alignment sce-
nario; while the ambiguity represented by disjoint one-to-many links makes 
their treatment computationally more complex.
Another important factor is the alignments present in a parallel tree-
bank should not be based on features of the constituent-labelling schema 
that is used or on any language-specific features. The reasons for this are 
that such annotation cannot easily be adapted for other language pairs and 
that it might not lend itself for use by general applications employing paral-
lel treebanks. The latter factor is also why I prefer parallel treebanks that 
were not built for a specific linguistic task.
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Last, but not least, as I am interested in using parallel treebanks as a 
training resource for MT, the size of a parallel treebank is an important fea-
ture. This is especially true, given that the usual size of parallel corpora 
used for phrase-based statistical MT lies in the millions of  sentence pairs.
In section 2.2, I discuss the development of the area of sub-tree 
alignment, looking at existing systems and their advantages and disadvan-
tages compared to my system from Chapter 3. I also try to evaluate the us-
ability of the presented methods for the automatic generation of parallel 
treebanks. The latter evaluation will be based on several factors that I be-
lieve are important for the automatic generation of  parallel treebanks.
First, a system that automatically induces sub-structural alignments 
should not modify the existing structures, be it to impose isomorphism or 
for any other reason. I regard any existing structure as a tuned encoding of 
the structural information of the language in question and believe that this 
encoding should be preserved.
Another important point is that an automatic alignment system 
should be independent of the specific linguistic framework, constituent-
labelling schema and language pair used. The reason for this is that any re-
liance on one or more of these factors will require (potentially significant) 
readjustment and/or redesign of the system in question. Rather, I would 
prefer a system that can robustly handle as many setups as possible. Also, 
the sentence length of the data that can be analysed should not be unneces-
sarily restricted.
Although any such automatic system will require the use of some bi-
lingual dictionary or word-alignment data, it should not be over-reliant on 
this resource, as this can easily lead to propagation of  alignment errors.
Finally, an automatic sub-tree alignment system should not be linked 
to a particular MT grammar-extraction task. More importantly, the system 
should be able to operate autonomously and produce generic parallel tree-
banks that do not impose restrictions on the system that will eventually use 
them as a training resource.
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2.1. Parallel Treebanks
In this section I look at several attempts at creating parallel treebanks 
besides the HomeCentre treebank presented in section 4.1.
Closest to the material presented in this work comes the SMUL-
TRON parallel treebank (Samuelsson and Volk, 2006). This manually cre-
ated treebank aligns three languages — German, English and Swedish — 
consisting of over 1,000 sentences from each language. This comprises the 
first two chapters from Jostein Gaarder’s novel ‘Sofies verden’1  (1991) as 
well as several financial texts. While Samuelsson and Volk align phrase-
structure trees similarly to the methods presented in this thesis, there are sub-
tle differences in the manner in which alignments are produced. The biggest 
difference is that they allow many-to-many lexical alignments and one-to-
many non-lexical alignments. As will be discussed in greater detail in section 
3.1, I believe such alignments to be unnecessary, because the information 
they carry is implicitly present in the aligned trees and could be derived, even 
if those alignments were not present. Furthermore, as discussed earlier, such 
alignments make the parallel treebanks harder for use in NLP applications.
Samuelsson and Volk also allow unary productions in the trees, 
which, as stated in section 3.1, do not provide any additional information 
useful for representing the available translational-equivalence relations be-
tween the languages in question. Additionally, Samuelsson and Volk anno-
tate two types of alignment links: exact and approximate. For comparison, 
the method presented in this thesis gives the option to output the align-
ments together with their translational-equivalence scores, which give a far 
more fine-grained ranking amongst the links.
A further attempt to align phrase-structure trees is presented by Uibo 
et al. (2005), where the authors develop a rule-based method for aligning 
Estonian and German sentences. The parallel treebank consist of over 500 
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1 Further in the text, I will refer to this book with its English title, ‘Sophie’s World.’
sentences from the novel ‘Sophie’s World’ and in the version presented only 
NPs are aligned. Initially, alignment is performed by translating the Esto-
nian and German NPs into English using electronic bilingual dictionaries 
and searching for intersections in the English translations. This, however, 
proved problematic, as often NPs in one language would correspond to 
other constituents in the other language; most commonly a German PP 
would correspond to an Estonian NP. By contrast, the system presented in 
my work does not suffer from such problems, as it operates independently 
of the constituent labelling schema used in the annotation of the syntactic 
structures, cf. section 3.1. As an alternative approach, Uibo et al. plan to 
use statistical word alignment methods instead of bilingual dictionaries for 
the further alignment of their parallel treebank, but that would not neces-
sarily solve the problems arising from the inherent structural differences be-
tween Estonian and German.
Han et al. (2002) claim to have built a Korean–English parallel tree-
bank with over 5,000 phrase-structure tree pairs from military language 
training manuals. The sentences seem to be relatively short, as each lan-
guage side only contains about 50,000 tokens. Another property of this 
treebank is that the sentences are not natural utterances, but are con-
structed specifically for the purposes of language training. The phrase-
structure representations of the English sentences follow the guidelines for 
the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993), while the guidelines for the pars-
ing of the Korean sentences are presented in (Han et al., 2001). It is un-
clear, however, what sub-sentential alignments exactly are included in this 
treebank. This treebank is then referred to by Dras and Han (2002), when 
the authors use it to analyse the extent to which S-TAG (Shieber, 1994) can 
model such widely differing languages as Korean and English. Unfortu-
nately, this paper again does not point to the type of sub-sentential align-
ments that might be present in the treebank. It is, therefore, uncertain 
whether this treebank can be used for MT applications.
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Although the Prague Czech–English Dependency Treebank 
(PCEDT – !mejrek et al., 2004) can be used as a parallel treebank, it is not 
such per se, in the sense that it does not directly incorporate sub-tree align-
ment data.
The authors do not use phrase-structure trees. Instead, tectogrammatical 
dependency structures are used (Haji"ová, 2000), which represent the deep 
syntactic structure of the sentences using base forms of the words, rather 
than inflected forms. An example of  such a structure is shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3: A tectogrammatical representation of  the sentence
There’s a program for women and a science show.
Either a word-alignment tool like GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) or a 
probabilistic electronic dictionary (supplied with the treebank) can be used 
to automatically align the dependency structures. The presented version 
contains over 21,000 sentence pairs that can be aligned. The parallel tree-
bank was created in several steps. First, !mejrek et al. manually translated 
sentences from the WSJ section of the Penn Treebank from English into 
Czech. Then, the English parses from the Penn Treebank were automati-
cally converted into what they call analytical dependency structures and 
consequently into tectogrammatical dependency structures. The analytical 
dependency structures are traditional dependency structures in the sense of 
in Figure 2, but they differ in that they always have an additional ‘technical’ 
root node containing the sentence ID and labelled AuxS and inserted above 
the original root node. Additionally, end-sentence punctuation is moved 
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under the ‘technical’ root node. An example of the analytical structure for 
the sentence form Figure 3 can be seen in Figure 4.
Figure 4: An analytical representation of  the sentence
There’s a program for women and a science show.
The Czech sentences were automatically parsed to analytical and 
then converted to tectogrammatical dependency structures. Finally, 
!mejrek et al. compiled probabilistic English–Czech dictionaries that can 
be used to find translational equivalencies in the treebank. Because of its 
nature, however, this treebank can only be used by MT systems that employ 
tectogrammatical dependency structures.
In what is currently unpublished work (Marinov, —) a Swedish–Bul-
garian parallel dependency treebank is presented. It contains about 200 
sentence pairs taken from the beginning of the novel ‘Sophie’s World.’ Both 
sides of the parallel treebank are parsed into dependency structures auto-
matically. The Bulgarian side was transliterated beforehand, however, 
rather than preserving the original Cyrillic script. The POS tags and de-
pendency relations in the Bulgarian part were manually corrected. The 
sub-tree alignments are introduced manually (largely on paper, according to 
the author), following guidelines adapted from the guidelines for the 
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SMULTRON parallel treebank (Samuelsson and Volk, 2006) to be applica-
ble to dependency structures. This parallel treebank has been built mainly 
as a tool to investigate the plausibility of such a task and to research possi-
ble problematic cases. If it is ever published it will present an interesting 
methodological study in parallel dependency treebanks, different from the 
PCEDT (!mejrek et al., 2004) in that it uses traditional dependency struc-
tures (viz. Figure 2) rather than tectogrammatical ones (viz. Figure 3). Even 
Marinov himself, however, states that the treebank will have little practical 
value, as both sides of it are relatively free translations of a Norwegian 
original, rather than proper translations of  each other.
An early effort to build a Swedish–Turkish parallel dependency tree-
bank is presented by Megyesi et al. (2008). This treebank consists of about 
165,000 tokens in Swedish and 140,000 tokens in Turkish. The sentence 
pairs are taken from both fiction and technical documents. Both sides of 
the treebank are parsed using the MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2006) into de-
pendency structures. In this early stage of development, this parallel tree-
bank contains word- and phrase-alignment information, but no explicit 
sub-tree alignments.
Uchimoto et al. (2004) present what they call a “Japanese–Eng-
lish–Chinese aligned parallel treebank corpora of newspaper articles.” An 
interesting property of this treebank is the syntactic structure assumed for 
the Japanese sentences. For the basic syntactic building blocks they choose 
the so-called bunsetsus. These are phrasal units representing the minimal lin-
guistic units obtained by the natural segmentation of a Japanese sentence in 
terms of semantics or phonetics. Each bunsetsu consists of one or more 
morphemes. For the Japanese data, dependency relations are annotated be-
tween the bunsetsus in a sentence, with an extra node labelled P used as the 
root of the structure. Such a dependency analysis can be seen on the right 
side of  Figure 5.
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English
The first cargo
of  apples imported from the U.S.
that had been under the ban
completed
quarantine
and
was brought to the market
for the first time
on the 9th
at major supermarket chain stores
in the Tokyo metropolitan area
.
Japanese 
1. ???
2. ?????
3. ???????
4. ????
5. ???
6. ??????
7. ???
8. ????
9. ?????????
10. ???
11. ???????
P
Figure 5: An example of  English–Japanese alignment
with dependency analysis using bunsetsus on the Japanese side
Uchimoto et al. then present a phrasal alignment between Japanese 
and English data, where in the English sentences phrases corresponding to 
one or more Japanese bunsetsus are manually identified and annotated. An 
example alignment is shown in Figure 5, which is an adaptation of Figure 3 
from (Uchimoto et al., 2004: 66). Using these alignments, Uchimoto et al. 
perform a small-scale evaluation presenting the usability of the parallel 
treebank for example-based machine translation tasks. The treebank still 
has very low coverage for such tasks, however, and it is unclear how the 
Chinese data is aligned to the English and Japanese sides.
The Linköping English–Swedish parallel treebank (LinES – Ahren-
berg, 2007) is another parallel treebank built using dependency structures. 
It consists of 1,200 English–Swedish sentence pairs; half are taken from on-
line Microsoft Access help texts and half from the novel ‘To Jerusalem and 
Back’ by Saul Bellow (1976). This treebank is mainly intended as a resource 
for the study of translational variations and while it uses dependency struc-
tures in the sense of Figure 2, they are annotated with dependency-function 
labels designed specifically to serve this particular task. The word alignments 
(which double as sub-tree links) are automatically induced, but manually re-
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viewed and adjusted to follow guidelines geared towards representing trans-
lational variations. Thus, further investigation is necessary to establish 
whether this parallel treebank can be used successfully for other purposes.
The CroCo corpus (Hansen-Schirra et al., 2006) consists of alto-
gether about one million words in English–German sentence pairs in eight 
registers. It includes sentence pairs for which either the English or the 
German side is the original utterance, while its counterpart is a direct trans-
lation. Rather than being properly parsed, the sentences in the corpus are 
only chunked. The corpus contains word-level alignments derived using 
GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) and chunk alignments established manually 
using the MMAX II tool (Müller and Strube, 2006). Each type of annota-
tion is stored in a separate file to build a layered structure to the corpus. 
The main goal of Hansen-Schirra et al. is to use this corpus to investigate 
the assumed translation property of explicitation2  (Blum-Kulka, 1986) for the 
language pair English–German. The corpus is designed using XML mark-
up in such a way as to allow it to be easily queried using the XQuery lan-
guage to find answers to linguistic and translational research questions. In 
my opinion, however, such design makes it difficult to use for MT tasks 
without prior transformation in a different format.
Finally, FuSe (Cyrus, 2006) contains an undisclosed number of Eng-
lish–German sentence pairs taken from Europarl (Koehn, 2005), such that 
the English sentences have been uttered by a native speaker. This is another 
corpus where the sentences are not parsed. Rather, predicate-argument 
structures are manually annotated and then aligned. Thus, in its current 
form this can only be used for its intended purpose: the study of translation 
shifts from English into German.
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2  explicitation is  a type of semantic modification, which describes  the case in which the target 
string (the translation) is lexically more specific than the source string (the original).
2.1.1. Sub-Tree Alignment
The approach I take to the generation of parallel treebanks is based 
on sub-tree alignment. Previous approaches to automatic sub-sentential 
alignment can be loosely grouped according to whether they focus on align-
ing dependency structures or phrase-structure trees. Many approaches do 
not view alignment as an independent task, but rather as a means to achiev-
ing another goal such as solving parse ambiguities, acquiring translation tem-
plates or bilingual grammars. Some such approaches view factors like non-
isomorphism as obstacles, and alter the trees as part of  the alignment process.
Other related work in the area of alignment in general views the use 
of tree structures as a negative aspect which may result in the loss of gener-
alisation ability (Wellington et al., 2006). However, I choose to align prede-
termined tree structures without editing them; my motivation is that the 
structural and translational divergences that exist between source and target 
structures should be captured during the alignment process rather than 
smoothed away in order to allow for higher recall, cf. (Hearne et al., 2007). 
I do not view the parse trees as constraints, but rather as accurate syntactic 
representations of  the text which can help to guide the alignment process.
2.1.2. Dependency Structures
I am particularly interested in aligning phrase-structure trees, but so-
lutions which have been applied to the alignment of dependency structures 
are also relevant as they may present interesting methodological ideas for 
substructural alignment.
Sadler and Vendelmans (1990) present an early attempt at the auto-
matic alignment of dependency structures. Their pilot system is example-
based, language pair-dependent, semiautomatic and combines bilingual 
sub-sentential alignment with monolingual anaphora resolution. I would 
prefer, however, a fully automatic language pair-independent system that 
focuses on high-quality sub-tree alignment.
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Matsumoto et al. (1993) present a fully automatic sub-tree alignment 
algorithm. The structures that they align are dependency structures similar 
to the ones in Figure 2, but consisting solely of the base forms of the con-
tent words from the original sentences. Additionally, eventual parse ambi-
guities are represented by disjunctive feature structures. Matsumoto et al. 
use Lexical-Functional Grammars (LFGs – Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982, 
Bresnan, 2001, Dalrymple, 2001) to parse English and Japanese sentences 
and then convert the LFG parses to the type of dependency structures that 
they employ. The structural matching algorithm that they present is a 
branch-and-bound topdown backtracking algorithm.
English:" She has long hair.
Japanese:" ??-?" ?-?" ??" ?
! she-GEN! hair-TOP! long! .
??
?
??
Figure 6: English–Japanese alignment of  dependency decompositions
The actual elements that this algorithm matches, however, are not 
nodes in the dependency structures, but rather connected sub-graphs, 
which Matsumoto et al. call decompositions. A simple example of such an 
alignment is shown in Figure 6, which corresponds to Figure 1 from (Mat-
sumoto et al., 1993: 25). Here, the encircled sub-graphs of the dependency 
structures are the aligned decompositions. During its operation, the algorithm 
not only discovers correspondences between decompositions, but also resolves 
existing ambiguities in the dependency structures based on the correspon-
dences it finds. The similarity of pairs of content words is measured by 
looking at a machine-readable Japanese–English dictionary and a thesaurus 
and it is the basis on which the algorithm operates. Matsumoto et al. note, 
however, that they do not plan to use their algorithm with complex sen-
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tences, as it performed poorly in their initial testing. They suggest using 
their system for the matching between simple sentences or verb phrases 
only. Apart from that, it is unclear to what extent proper sentences can be 
generated from the dependency structures they use, and so the usability of 
the constructed parallel treebanks for data-oriented MT is questionable.
Meyers et al. (1998) work with what they call regularised parses, which 
are similar to the F-structures of LFG, but use dependency structures in-
stead. The presented system is built on the foundation presented in (Grish-
man, 1994, Meyers et al., 1996). Meyers et al. use a greedy search-based 
algorithm to align these structures, which is very similar to the algorithm 
described in section 3.1.2, although the scoring algorithm they use is recur-
sive and much more complex than the one from section 3.1.1 in that it in-
corporates features of the dependency structures in addition to word-level 
translation data obtained from bilingual dictionaries. Another significant 
difference is that they allow many-to-many alignments between trees. This 
is done in order to align all nodes in the trees, so that the aligned substruc-
tures can be extracted and used as transfer rules in an MT setting. In fact, 
the system does not output a parallel treebank, but rather proceeds directly 
with the extraction of transfer rules after the alignment, which is its main 
purpose. If it could be altered to produce a parallel treebank as output, it 
presents a promising solution to the problem of aligning dependency trees. 
It is, however, unclear whether the algorithm can be adapted to operate on 
phrase-structure trees.
Menezes and Richardson (2003) present a rule-based system for the 
alignment of logical forms (LFs) presented as dependency structures (similar 
to the ones used by Meyers et al. (1998)). For the word-alignment informa-
tion they use an extensive electronic bilingual dictionary augmented with 
statistically acquired translational correspondences. This word-alignment 
data is used to provide initial hypothetical alignments for a tree pair. The 
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system then proceeds through a list of 18 rules that determine whether a 
hypothetical link is to be realised or not and that may add new links that 
have not been suggested by the word-alignment data. The authors claim 
that their system is language pair-independent, but this relies solely on the 
fact that LFs should contain roughly the same relation labels regardless of 
the language involved, rather than on some property of the system itself. 
This might prove to be problematic when switching to a new data-set and/
or language pair. In addition, such a design decision makes the system un-
suitable for the alignment of other types of structures. An additional draw-
back of this system is the fact that it allows one-to-many and many-to-one 
alignments, which — as discussed in section 3.1 — do not necessarily add 
new information to the aligned tree pair.
Eisner (2003) proposes the use of Synchronous Tree Substitution 
Grammars (STSGs) for the training of MT systems on pairs of trees. He 
uses dependency structures in his paper, but the system can also be used 
with phrase-structure trees or even tree forests. The presented system oper-
ates by first hypothesising all possible derivations of the source and target 
trees in a pair, as well as all possible alignments between the resulting ele-
mentary trees. Versions of the inside-outside algorithm (Baker, 1979) and 
Expectation Maximisation algorithm (EM – Dempster et al., 1977) are used 
to calculate statistics on the occurrence of elementary tree-pairs. This 
setup, however, finds the joint probability of the occurrence of a source-
target pair of trees, summed over all possible alignments between the trees. 
A 1-best Viterbi (1967) modification of the algorithm can be used to pro-
duce the single best derivation of the tree-pair, that would correspond to 
the optimal alignment. Such a 1-best Viterbi STSG system — if imple-
mented to work with phrase-structure trees — will function quite similarly to 
the string-to-string alignment module presented in section 3.2, but, due to 
its use of  the EM algorithm, it is computationally much more complex.
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Ding et al. (2003) present a lexical alignment algorithm that uses de-
pendency structures to supply the reordering information for the word 
alignments. Although the algorithm operates by introducing links between 
nodes in the dependency structures, these structures are deconstructed into 
sub-graphs (called treelets by the authors) in the process. Thus the output of 
this system consists of word and phrase alignments derived from linked tree-
lets, rather than of  a parallel treebank.
2.1.3. Phrase-Structure Trees
An early algorithm for the alignment of phrase-structure trees is pre-
sented by Kaji et al. (1992). The authors use the language pair English–Ja-
panese, but the algorithm is designed to be language pair-independent. Be-
fore proceeding to the actual alignment, both sentences in a sentence pair 
are syntactically analysed using a chart parser. The eventual parse ambigui-
ties that might occur during parsing are supposed to be preserved in the 
parse charts; they will be resolved during the alignment process. For the 
alignment itself, first a bilingual dictionary is used to find potential content 
word matches between the source and target sentence words (function 
words are ignored). Potential ambiguities are left intact and resolved later.
The final stage is the alignment of phrases. This is done heuristically 
based on existing word-level matches, i.e. a target phrase can be aligned to a 
source phrase if and only if it contains matches for all the words in the source 
phrase and no matches to words outside of the source phrase. This process 
can resolve word-level ambiguities by aligning phrases unambiguously based 
on other content words. Also, if there is an ambiguity between phrases in 
(say) the source parse chart, only that phrase will be aligned that has a 
counterpart in the target sentence, thus implicitly resolving the ambiguity.
The system of Kaji et al. (1992) bears many similarities to the one 
presented in this work. However, it is purposely built for the extraction of 
translation templates for use in EBMT systems and, thus, does not produce 
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parallel treebanks. It is not even clear whether the algorithm can resolve all 
parse ambiguities in a sentence pair. Furthermore, the algorithm depends 
greatly on the quality of the bilingual dictionary, so a high level of lexical 
ambiguity in the dictionary might leave the algorithm with insufficient in-
formation about the alignment of certain sentence pairs. This promising 
algorithm is one of the first of this type and later in this section I will dis-
cuss a few similar algorithms.
???
??
??
?
?? ?
?
Figure 7: An English–Chinese ITG parse tree
Wu (2000) proposes to use Stochastic Inversion Transduction Gram-
mars (SITGs – Wu, 1997) to perform phrasal alignment. This method is 
most closely related to the string-to-string algorithm presented in section 3.2. 
The ITG model is used to generate a common analysis tree for the source 
and target sentences of a sentence pair, in which nodes might be marked to 
allow for the inversion of the surface order of their children when transi-
tioning from the source to the target language. The leaves of such an analy-
sis tree contain source/target word pairs and either the source or target 
word can be !, which signifies an insertion or a deletion depending on the 
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particular case. Thus, each node in the tree spans both a source and a tar-
get phrase, which implicitly encodes the phrasal alignments. In Figure 7 we 
reproduce Figure 2 from (Wu, 2000: 143). Here an inversion is annotated as 
a horizontal line at the lower VP node. This means that, while the English 
parse is read in the traditional depth-first left-to-right manner, at this node 
for the Chinese side the right tree is traversed before the left, putting the 
Chinese equivalent of the English phrase be accountable at the end of the 
Chinese sentence.
A significant problem with this approach from my point of view is 
the fact that it imposes isomorphism between the phrase structures of two 
languages, which — even while allowing for surface order switching — can 
be undesirable for languages that vary significantly in their grammatical 
structures. Wu himself discourages the use of ITG for free-word-order lan-
guages, because it is often impossible to impose the necessary level of iso-
morphism, even while allowing inversions. Another drawback is that this 
system cannot make use of existing monolingual parsers, but rather always 
has to generate the structural analysis itself.
Lü et al. (2001) present an algorithm similar to (Wu, 2000), which is 
based on (Wu, 1995, 1997). They discuss the problems arising from the un-
availability of large high-quality ITG grammars; they have to resort to the 
use of generic Bracketing Inversion Transduction Grammars (“BTGs”): 
simplified ITGs with only one non-terminal and no syntactic grammar. 
Lü et al., however, observe an unacceptable rate of ungrammatical phrase-
pairs extracted using this method. Accordingly, they investigate options for 
the incorporation of syntactic information in the model via the monolin-
gual parsing of the source and/or target sides of the data. One such possi-
bility they discuss is the use of an English parse as a guide to the SITG in 
an English–Chinese setting. However, they still allow the SITG to take 
precedence when the structural difference between the guiding English 
parse and the Chinese structure proposed by the SITG is too big.
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Lü et al. (2001) also look at the introduction of parses for both sides 
of the corpus using both a full Chinese parser and a simplified, but more 
accurate, base-phrase parser for Chinese. They present experiments judging 
the grammaticality of the structures generated by their system against a 
manually annotated test set, with respect to what syntactic information is 
added to the SITG. The best results are achieved by using the English 
parser and the base-phrase Chinese parser. I believe that this is due to the 
fact that the outputs of these two parsers exhibit the highest level of iso-
morphism. Thus, I expect such a system to perform poorly for languages 
with structurally highly disparate grammars. Another issue I find with this 
system is that it does not preserve the original syntactic structures that are 
available for the two languages, but rather uses them only as a constraint for 
the generation of  an independent structure.
A different approach to the alignment of phrase structure trees is 
presented in (Imamura, 2001). Imamura uses standard methods in order to 
obtain word-alignment information for the sentence pair being analysed. 
Then this information is used to heuristically locate translationally equiva-
lent phrases. In order for two phrases to be translationally equivalent, they 
should have the same (or similar enough) syntactic categories and convey 
the same semantic information (“Words in the pair corresponded with no 
deficiency and no excess” (Imamura, 2001: 378)). The biggest issue with 
this approach lies in its reliance on syntactic categories. In fact, for the Eng-
lish–Japanese data that Imamura discusses, seven non-terminal categories 
had to be created that would be used to categorise all available non-
terminal categories for the English and Japanese data. This means that for 
each new language pair these categories might need to be redefined. In ad-
dition, such an approach makes it impossible to account for phenomena 
such as nominalisation across languages, where a VP in one language is re-
alised as an NP in another. An interesting idea discussed by Imamura 
(2001) is the use of the alignment algorithm for disambiguation during 
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parsing. The described procedure uses the number of aligned sub-
structures as the measure that decides ambiguous cases. Imamura also pro-
poses a method for the combination of partial parse trees resulting from an 
incomplete parse.
Gildea (2003) proposes a tree-based translation model that integrates 
sub-tree alignment in the translation process. It is based on a tree-to-string 
model that employs reordering and cloning operations on a source-
language tree to come up with a tree structure that will have the correct 
target-language word order. The tree-to-tree model from Gildea (2003) dif-
fers from this tree-to-string model in that the transformations of the source 
tree should be guided by the existing target tree. It encodes the transforma-
tions needed to change a source-language tree to a target-language tree 
(similarly to an STSG), rather than information about alignment between 
nodes in the existing trees. Such information is only generated temporarily 
and used to decide on the proper transformations to be applied. Addition-
ally, some adjustments are allowed to be made to the target tree to diversify 
and simplify the transformation steps needed to be performed to the source 
tree. Due to the tight integration of the alignment algorithm in the transla-
tional model, I do not see this system as a viable option for the generation 
of  parallel treebanks.
Groves et al. (2004) present a rule-based algorithm inspired by (Me-
nezes and Richardson, 2003), but adapted for use on phrase-structure trees. 
Rather than using a pre-developed bilingual lexicon for the word-alignment 
data, as Menezes and Richardson do, Groves et al. obtain a probabilistic 
bilingual dictionary using an automatic tool. They also exclude functional 
words from the word-alignment process to improve performance and de-
crease lexical ambiguity. Further, their algorithm closely follows the one by 
Menezes and Richardson (2003). There are a few additional differences, 
however. First, they do not allow one-to-many and many-to-one alignments, 
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as such alignments are incompatible with the DOT paradigm (Hearne and 
Way, 2006) and do not necessarily add information. Second, they only use 
five alignment rules versus the 18 used by Menezes and Richardson (2003). 
Still, the system of Groves et al. (2004) suffers from the same major draw-
back as that of Menezes and Richardson. Although it is also designed to be 
language pair-independent, many of its rules depend on the non-terminal 
labels in the trees to function. As for (Menezes and Richardson, 2003), this 
requires a readjustment of the system not only for each new language pair, 
but even also for a new syntactic analysis for a known language pair.
An interesting tree-to-string heuristic alignment algorithm operating 
on phrase-structure trees is described by Ambati and Lavie (2008). It has 
been designed for the direct induction of a translation model and it is un-
clear whether it can produce parallel treebanks in its current form. More 
relevant is their tree-to-tree model TnT. Even though it is derived from 
their tree-to-string model TnS, it closely resembles the system by Kaji et al. 
(1992). A major distinction is that it uses statistical tools to acquire the word 
alignments that seed the sub-tree alignment, rather than a bilingual dic-
tionary. It is also very similar to the system of Meyers et al. (1998), with the 
major difference being that the algorithm of Meyers et al. operates on de-
pendency structures. Ambati and Lavie present results following the reason-
ing by Koehn et al. (2003: 50) that suggest that their TnT algorithm per-
forms much worse than their TnS algorithm in a Phrase-Based SMT task. 
This leads them to the development of a TnT ! algorithm, that uses trans-
formations similar to those discussed by Gildea (2003) to impose a level of 
isomorphism between the trees in a tree pair.
The TnT algorithm of Ambati and Lavie (2008) is an improvement 
on the system of Kaji et al. (1992), due to its use of automatically generated 
word-alignment data. However, it depends greatly on the ability of the 
word-alignment software used to produce the best set of alignments for a 
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particular sentence pair. This means that any error in word alignment will 
be propagated directly to the sub-tree level. My algorithm, on the other 
hand, uses statistics extracted from the word-alignment data so that an 
alignment error in a particular sentence pair could be superseded by the 
overall statistics and thus will not influence the sub-tree alignments signifi-
cantly (cf. sections 3.1.1 and 4.2). The TnT ! algorithm presented is not suit-
able for the generation of parallel treebanks, as it alters the target-language 
tree structures. The TnS algorithm, if it could be used to generate parallel 
treebanks, might be the most promising of the three and an alternative to 
the tree-to-string method I describe in section 3.2. However, it will also suf-
fer from the direct use of  word-alignment data, as the TnT algorithm would.
2.2. Conclusions
In this chapter I looked at existing parallel treebanks and at sub-
tree alignment techniques that could be used for the generation of paral-
lel treebanks.
I found that of the few parallel treebanks that could be used effec-
tively in real-life MT applications (!mejrek et al., 2004, Uchimoto et al., 
2004, Samuelsson and Volk, 2006), none are of sufficient size. This is gen-
erally attributable to the fact that the manual annotation of parallel tree-
banks is a very time-consuming and laborious task, which is prone to errors 
and inconsistencies between annotators. Thus, I do not expect to see large-
scale hand-crafted parallel treebanks soon.
A summary of the findings in section 2.1 is given in Table 1. Han et 
al. (2002) do not provide sufficient information about their treebank to fill 
in the table, while the work of Megyesi et al. (2008) is in too early stage to 
be properly judged. As the PCEDT (!mejrek et al., 2004) does not provide 
sub-sentential alignments directly, but rather tools to build them, the re-
quirement for no one-to-many links cannot be directly applied. Uchimoto 
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et al. (2004), Hansen-Schirra et al. (2006) and Cyrus (2006) do not use syn-
tactic labels in the usual sense and Uchimoto et al. and Cyrus do not pro-
vide concrete information on the size of  their parallel treebanks.
As will be discussed in section 4.1, my system fares favourably to the 
presented parallel treebanks with respect to the criteria stated in the begin-
ning of this chapter. The system does not allow one-to-many structural 
links; it operates independently of the labelling schema used without refer-
ring to any language-specific features of the data; the generated parallel 
treebanks are generic enough so that they can be used with little difficulty 
for different tasks. Also, the system can annotate significantly more data 
than is present in any of the reviewed hand-crafted parallel treebanks 
within only a few days.
Features
(Sam-
uelsson 
and 
Volk, 
2006)
(Uibo 
et al., 
2005)
(Han 
et al., 
2002)
(!mejrek 
et al., 
2004)
(Mari-
nov, 
—)
(Megyesi 
et al., 
2008)
(Uchi-
moto et 
al., 2004)
(Ahren-
berg, 
2007)
(Hansen-
Schirra 
et al., 
2006)
(Cyrus, 
2006)
my 
system
no one-to-
many links
labelling-
independent
no language-
specific
annotation
task-
independent
size 
(sentence-
pairs)
! ✓ ? n/a ! ? ✓ ✓ ! ! ✓
✓ ! ? ✓ ✓ ? n/a ! n/a n/a ✓
✓ ✓ ? ✓ ✓ ? ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ? ! ✓ ! ✓ ! ! ! ✓
1000 >500 >5000 >21,000 200 #300,000 
tokens ? 1200
#1mil 
tokens ? >1mil
Table 1: Realisation of  expected features of  parallel treebanks
From the sub-tree alignment systems I reviewed, I did not find any 
designed for the generation of parallel treebanks. Most of the systems were 
developed for the task of translation-template extraction, while some are 
used to guide and/or disambiguate a phrase or word-alignment algorithm. 
There were also a few systems used for disambiguation during parsing. Still, 
a number of the presented systems can (to a certain extent) be converted for 
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use in the generation of parallel treebanks. Most appealing and closely re-
lated to my system are the systems from (Kaji et al., 1992, Eisner, 2003, 
Ambati and Lavie, 2008). Of these, Eisner’s system uses EM to find the best 
set of alignments for a given tree pair. Although promising, such an ap-
proach is much more computationally complex than the one I developed. 
The system of Ambati and Lavie is generally an improvement over that of 
Kaji et al., but both systems suffer from the same problem; they both rely 
on perfect word-alignment data on a per sentence-pair basis, which means 
that every sentence pair for which an error in word alignment occurs will 
have erroneous non-lexical alignments as well.
Features
(Sadler 
and 
Ven-
del-
mans, 
1990)
(Mat-
su-
moto 
et al., 
1993)
(Mey-
ers et 
al., 
1998)
(Me-
nezes 
and 
Rich-
ardson, 
2003)
(Eis-
ner, 
2003)
(Ding 
et al., 
2003)
(Kaji 
et al., 
1992)
(Wu, 
2000)
(Lü et 
al., 
2001)
(Ima-
mura, 
2001)
(Gil-
dea, 
2003)
(Groves 
et al., 
2004)
(Am-
bati 
and 
Lavie,  
2008)
my 
sys-
tem
preserve 
original 
trees
no one-
to-many 
links
theory-
indepen-
dent
labelling-
indepen-
dent
language-
indepen-
dent
robust 
wrt word 
align-
ments
task-
indepen-
dent
produces 
parallel 
treebanks
computa-
tionally 
efficient
✓ ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ! # n/a ! # ! ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ✓ ! ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
✓ ! ✓ ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ! ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
n/a n/a ! ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ! ✓ ! ✓ ✓
! ✓ ! ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ! ✓ ✓
✓ ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ! ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ! ✓
✓ ! ! ! ✓ ! ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ! ✓ ! ✓
! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ✓ # ✓
! ! ! ✓ ! ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
Table 2: Realisation of  expected features of  sub-tree-alignment systems
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A summary of the presented in section 2.2 existing sub-tree align-
ment systems is given in Table 2. Sadler and Vendelmans (1990) and Mat-
sumoto et al. (1993) do not align labelled data and, thus, cannot be judged 
with respect to labelling-schema independence. The systems presented by 
Kaji et al. (1992) and Imamura (2001) incorporate parse-tree disambigua-
tion. While this technically constitutes a modification of the original struc-
tures, it cannot necessarily be viewed as a negative feature. The work of Wu 
(2000), on the other hand, entails the generation of aligned syntactic struc-
tures from plain data and, therefore, it cannot be classified according to its 
preservation of original structures. As a final remark on Table 2, although 
the system developed by Ambati and Lavie (2008) is not designed to pro-
duce parallel treebanks, they did supply a version of the HomeCentre cor-
pus aligned using their methods (see section 4.1 for details), which I used in 
the evaluation that I present in Chapter 4.
Thus, I have been unable to find a robust and efficient tool for the 
generation of parallel treebanks. This, combined with the scarcity of hand-
crafted parallel treebanks, makes it an important task to develop such a 
tool, which would enable the generation of high-quality training resources 
for use within the field of  syntax-based MT.
In the next chapter, I present the design of the system for the auto-
matic generation of parallel treebanks that I developed. This system ad-
dresses the drawbacks I found in the algorithms discussed in this chapter 
and — as will be seen in Chapter 4 — produces high-quality parallel tree-
banks3  that can lead to better performance in machine translation tasks 
compared to their hand-crafted counterparts.
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3 Due to the MT background of the project within which the presented work was  undertaken, 
the term high-quality parallel treebank should be considered in the context of the use of a parallel 
treebank as a training resource for statistical MT systems.
3. System Design
In the previous chapter, I looked at existing hand-crafted parallel 
treebanks and at several different strategies for solving the task of sub-
sentential alignment. I came to the conclusion that a new approach to the 
generation of parallel treebanks is needed, as the existing hand-crafted 
treebanks are of insufficient quality and none of the existing sub-tree 
alignment algorithms have been developed into systems that allow for the 
generation of  parallel treebanks from parallel corpora.
In this chapter, I present the algorithms that lie at the foundation of 
my sub-tree alignment system, as well as the various features and configura-
tion options of the system. The software presented here enables the auto-
matic generation of parallel treebanks from parallel corpora using minimal 
external resources. The only other tool that is required is a word-alignment 
tool (eg. GIZA++ – Och and Ney, 2003). However, if monolingual phrase-
structure parsers4  or at least Part-Of-Speech (POS) taggers exist for any of 
the languages in question, they can be used to pre-process the data.
The basic functionality of the sub-tree alignment software described 
in this chapter was designed in the ‘ATTEMPT’ project at the National 
Centre for Language Technology jointly with John Tinsley, Mary Hearne 
and Andy Way (Tinsley et al., 2007), namely the scoring functions, the basic 
greedy-search-based selection algorithm and the skip1 and skip2 disam-
biguation modules. The software system itself, as well as the more advanced 
alignment modules (span1 and rescore modules and string-to-string, string-to-
tree and tree-to-string alignment) were developed by the author of this 
work and released as an open-source tool at the Open-source Convention at 
the Third MT Marathon in Prague, the Czech Republic (Zhechev, 2009). 
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4  Henceforth, I will use ‘parser’ to mean ‘monolingual phrase-structure parser’, unless 
stated otherwise.
The full-search-based selection algorithm was designed in co-operation 
with Khalil Sima'an of  the University of  Amsterdam.
In all use cases for the software system, a word-alignment tool is used 
first to obtain word-alignment probabilities for the parallel corpus in ques-
tion for both language directions. I will start with the description of the case 
in which parsers are available for both languages, as this is the core of the 
system: a tree-to-tree aligner (Tinsley et al., 2007). The parsers are used to 
parse both sides of the parallel corpus in a pre-processing step. The result-
ing parsed data together with the word-alignment probability tables are 
then used as the input to a sub-tree alignment system that introduces links 
between nodes in corresponding trees according to their translational-
equivalence scores. The output of the sub-tree aligner is the desired par-
allel treebank.
If there is no parser available for one of the languages, the parallel 
corpus — together with the word-alignment tables — is fed directly to a 
modified version of the sub-tree aligner that can produce unambiguous 
parallel treebanks from plain data.
I will now look at the alignment algorithms in greater detail, starting 
with the tree-to-tree alignment and then moving on to the string-to-string, 
string-to-tree and tree-to-string cases.
3.1. Tree-to-Tree Alignment
First, following the criteria I set up in Chapter 2, the tree-to-tree 
aligner has to follow certain principles to fit into the above framework:
• Independence with respect to language pair, constituent-labelling 
scheme and POS tag set. Any language-dependence would require 
human input to adjust the aligner to a new language pair.
• Preservation of the original tree structures. I regard these structures 
as accurate encodings of the languages, and any change to them 
might distort the encoded information.
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• Dependence on a minimal number of external resources, so that the 
aligner can be used even for languages with few available resources.
• The word-level alignments should be guided by links higher up the 
trees, where more context information is available.
These principles guarantee the usability of the algorithm for any 
language pair in many different contexts. Additionally, there are a few 
well-formedness criteria that have to be followed to enforce feasible 
alignments, including:
• A node in a tree may only be linked once.
• Ancestors of a source linked node may only be linked to ancestors of its 
target linked counterpart. By analogy, this also holds for descendants.
Figure 8: An example of  alignment hypotheses
incompatible due to linking the same node in a tree
In Figure 8, you see a pair of links that contravene the first well-
formedness criterion above. The two links presented in red cannot coexist, 
as they both link the same node in the source tree. If they were to be valid 
at the same time, the string "b c# would have to be translationally equivalent 
both to the string "x y# and to the string "w x y z# within the context of the 
same sentence pair. This is an undesirable situation and is, therefore, pro-
hibited in my system.
Figure 9 exemplifies a contradiction to the criteria governing the an-
cestry of aligned nodes outlined above. In this case, while the node s1 is an 
ancestor of the node s2, the nodes t1 and t2 are siblings. Establishing both 
red links at the same time would result in the string "b# translating as "w# 
and the string "b c# translating as "x y#. However, the string "w# is not a part 
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of the string "x y#, while the string "b# is a part of its translation "b c#. There-
fore, such translational equivalencies cannot coexist within the same context.
Figure 9: An example of  alignment hypotheses
incompatible due to a conflict in the ancestry relations between nodes
Similar criteria appear in many papers on sub-tree alignment (Sadler 
and Vendelmans, 1990, Kaji et al., 1992, Matsumoto et al., 1993, Grish-
man, 1994, Wu, 1997), although they are rarely stated explicitly. A notable 
exception is Wu (1997), with his definition of crossing constraints. Albeit very 
similar to the criteria stated above, Wu’s crossing constraints are used to restrict 
bilingual parsing, rather than to guide sub-sentential alignment.
Links produced according to the well-formedness criteria listed above 
encode enough information to allow the inference of complex translational 
patterns from a parallel treebank, including some idiosyncratic translational 
divergences, as discussed by Hearne et al. (2007). In what follows, a hy-
pothesised alignment is regarded as incompatible with the existing align-
ments if  it violates any of  these criteria.
The sub-tree aligner operates on a per sentence-pair basis and each 
sentence-pair is processed in two stages. First, for each possible hypothetical 
link between two nodes, a translational-equivalence score is calculated. 
Only the links for which a nonzero score is calculated are stored for further 
processing. Unary productions from the original trees, if available, are col-
lapsed to single nodes, preserving all labels (see Figure 10). Thus, the 
aligner will consider a single node — instead of several nodes — for the 
same lexical span. This does not reduce the power of the aligner, as the 
translational-equivalence scores are based on the surface strings and not on 
the tree structures.
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Figure 10: Example of  collapsing unary nodes in a tree structure
During the second stage, the optimal combination of links is selected 
among the available nonzero links. The selection can be performed using 
either a greedy search, or a full search for the best combination.
I will first discuss the formulae according to which the translational 
equivalence scores are being calculated and then I will turn to the presenta-
tion of  the two selection algorithms.
3.1.1. Translational Equivalence
Given a tree pair "S, T # and a hypothesis "s, t#, first the strings in (1) 
are computed, where "si…six# and "tj…tjy# denote the terminal sequences 
dominated by the nodes s and t respectively, and "S1…Sm# and "T1…Tn# de-
note the terminal sequences dominated by the root nodes of the trees S and 
T. Here, inside are the strings that represent the spans of the nodes being 
linked and outside are the strings that lay outside the spans of those nodes. 
These string computations are illustrated in (2), where the inside strings for 
the represented link are "b c# and "x y# for the source and target sides respec-
tively; the outside strings are "a# and "w z# respectively.
(1)
(2)
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The score for the given hypothesis is #("s, t#) and is computed accord-
ing to the formula in (3), that is by multiplying the word-level alignment 
probabilities for the inside and outside strings in both language directions. 
For the calculation of the word-level translational-equivalence scores $(x|y) 
in (3) either score1 (4) or score2 (5) can be chosen. Here, x and y represent 
corresponding strings on the source and target side. Although they are vari-
ables, to simplify the exposition I will consider x to be the source-side string 
and y to be the target-side string.
The scoring formula score1 was the first one that was developed by 
our team as an easy and intuitive way to calculate string-based translational 
equivalence. However, we realised that this formula had certain fundamen-
tal drawbacks, as for example a strong bias towards short strings. Therefore, 
we developed score2, based on IBM Model 1, which decreases the bias from 
score1 significantly. In the present work I am including both formulae, as 
both of them performed satisfactorily in initial testing and further evalua-
tion was needed in order to decide which will lead to better results. Of 
course, the modular nature of the system allows the implementation of 
new scoring formulae, should this be desired.
(3)
To calculate $(y|x) for a target string y given a source string x accord-
ing to (4), for each source token xi you first sum the word-alignment prob-
abilities of the target tokens yj, given the source token. This gives you the 
probability masses of the target string corresponding to each of the source 
tokens and multiplying these gives you the alignment probability. In (5), the 
word-alignment probabilities are used to obtain an average vote by the 
source tokens for each target token yj. Then the product of the votes for the 
target words gives the alignment probability $(y|x) for the two strings.
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(4) score1"
(5) score2"
It should be noted, that for robustness, in the actual implementation 
of the scoring functions, I always add the NULL token to both the source 
and target strings. This allows the algebraic description of insertions and 
deletions. Such a setup, however, requires word-alignment probability ta-
bles that include probabilities for aligning words to the NULL token. The 
GIZA++ tables that I use for my experiments in Chapter!4 include such 
probabilities, but not for all tokens. Therefore, I had to devise a mechanism 
for dealing with the cases where the word-alignment probability of a cer-
tain token to NULL is unknown.
There are two possible cases here. A token that does not have an es-
tablished word-alignment probability to NULL may or may not have a 
word-alignment probability to at least one of the other tokens in the target 
string. If it cannot be aligned to any of the target tokens, then its word-
alignment probability to NULL is set at 1.0, which adequately represents the 
fact that this token has to be an insertion, if the two strings are to be trans-
lationally equivalent. On the other hand, if the token in question can be 
aligned to at least one of the non-NULL tokens in the target string, then I 
deduce that it cannot be an insertion and I set to 0.0 its alignment probabil-
ity to NULL. The word-alignment probability of aligning NULL to NULL is 
always set to 1.0 so that it does not affect the general translational-
equivalence score computation.
The user has the option to select either score1 or score2 when using the 
sub-tree aligner. In Chapter 4, I will use the evaluation results to decide 
which of  these two scoring formulae produces higher-quality alignments.
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3.1.2. Greedy-Search Algorithm
The greedy-search algorithm is simple. The set of nonzero-scoring 
links is processed iteratively by linking the highest-scoring hypothesis at 
each iteration and discarding all hypotheses that are incompatible with it 
until the set is empty, cf. Figure 11.
while unprocessed hypotheses remain do
 link the highest-scoring hypothesis
 discard all incompatible hypotheses
end while
Figure 11: Basic greedy-search-based selection algorithm
An example which presents the process of alignment is shown in 
Figure 12. The numbers attached to the node labels are their IDs, used to 
identify the alignments. Along the left side of the table are the IDs for the 
source (English) tree, with the IDs for the target (French) tree along the top. 
All red squares represent alignment hypotheses that have received zero as a 
translation equivalence score according to the scoring mechanism detailed 
in section 3.1.1 and are, therefore, irrelevant for the alignment process. The 
green links between the trees are the alignment hypotheses that have been 
established by the selection process and correspond to the green cells in the 
alignment table, while the red ones are the hypotheses that have been dis-
carded and correspond to the pink cells in the table. The numbers in the 
cells correspond to the serial number of the iteration of the selection proc-
ess during which they were processed.
For example, the link represented by the green cell with the number 
one in Figure 12 (N-10!$!A-8) was established during the first iteration of 
selection; at the same time the link represented by the pink cell with the 
number one (NP-8!$! A-8) was discarded, because it includes the same 
target-tree node as the one that had just been linked, namely A-8. An ex-
planation of the possible incompatibilities that may occur between possible 
links is given at the beginning of section 3.1. Further in the selection proc-
ess, the hypothesis V-4!$!V-3 is being linked without conflicts. The third 
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alignment that is established by the algorithm is ROOT-1!$!ROOT-1 and 
there are two other hypotheses that are incompatible with it, both because 
they involve a node from the link that is being established. In this manner, 
the system selects six out of the ten available nonzero links, presenting them 
as the best set of  alignments for this particular sentence pair.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
3 3
3 5
2
1
6 4
1
4
Figure 12: An aligned sentence pair and a table presenting the alignment 
steps taken by the greedy-search-based selection algorithm
Problems arise when there happen to be several hypotheses that 
share the same highest score. There are two distinct cases that can be ob-
served here; these top-scoring hypotheses may or may not represent incom-
patible links, as can be seen in Figure 13.
If all such hypotheses are compatible like in the trivial case in the ex-
ample, they are all linked at the same time and all remaining unprocessed 
hypotheses that are incompatible with any of those links are discarded. In 
Figure 13, you would link both h!$!i and g!$!b, and you would discard 
the link a!$!b as it shares the same target node as g!$!b. In case even one 
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among the top-scoring hypotheses is incompatible with the others like the 
non-trivial case in Figure 13, these hypotheses are skipped and processed at 
a later stage; the linking of some other hypotheses might result in the dis-
carding of all skipped hypotheses but one, which will then be linked unam-
biguously. Here, if you could link g!$!b, you would have to discard a!$!b 
which shares the same target node and this would allow you to link a!$!c.
h $ i score_1
g $ b score_1
a $ b score_2
⋮ ⋮
trivial case non-trivial case
a $ b score_1
a $ c score_1
g $ b score_2
⋮ ⋮
Figure 13: Two possible situations involving ambiguous links
The sub-tree aligner can be built to use one of two possible skipping 
strategies, which I call skip1 and skip2. According to the skip1 strategy shown 
in Figure 14, hypotheses are simply skipped until a score is reached, for 
which only one hypothesis exists (see Figure 15). This hypothesis is then 
linked and the selection algorithm continues as usual.
while unprocessed hypotheses with no tied competitors remain do
 while the highest-scoring hypothesis has tied competitors do
  skip all tied competitors
 end while
 link the highest-scoring hypothesis
 discard all incompatible hypotheses
end while
Figure 14: skip1 selection algorithm
Figure 15 presents the steps of the skip1 strategy for a group of hypo-
thetical alignments. In this example, the first two hypotheses — a!$!b and 
a!$!c — share the same highest translational-equivalence score score_1, 
as seen in table a. As you see, however, both hypotheses involve linking node a 
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on the source side and, thus, cannot be linked at the same time. Therefore, 
in table b the first two rows are greyed out, as you skip them for the moment 
and look for the next highest score, which is score_2. There are no con-
flicts for the hypothesis d!$!c with the same score, so you link these nodes 
right away, as represented by the green colour in table c. The hypothesis 
a!$!c conflicts with d!$!c, however, and has a different score, so you need 
to block it at this step, which is why it is coloured red in table c. After you 
discard the two hypotheses that you made decisions on, you are left with the 
four hypotheses in table d and you can continue the selection process as be-
fore. In this example, this means that you can now link a!$!b, as there are 
no more conflicting hypotheses that share score_1, cf. table e.
a $ b score_1
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ b score_1
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ b score_1
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ b score_1
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ b score_1
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a b c
de
Figure 15: Step-by-step operation of  the skip1 algorithm
The skip2 strategy is more complex, in that it also keeps track of 
which nodes take part in the skipped hypotheses, cf. Figure 16. When a 
candidate for linking is found, it is only linked if it does not include any of 
the involved nodes. The motivation behind this strategy is that a situation 
may occur in which a low-scoring hypothesis for a given constituent is se-
lected in the same iteration as higher-scoring hypotheses for the same con-
stituent were skipped, thereby preventing one of the competing higher-
scoring hypotheses from being selected and resulting in an undesired link.
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while unprocessed hypotheses with no tied competitors remain do
 if the highest-scoring hypothesis has tied competitors then
  mark the constituents of all tied competitors
 end if
 while the highest-scoring hypothesis has a marked constituent do
  skip
 end while
 link the highest-scoring hypothesis
 discard all incompatible hypotheses
 unmark all constituents
end while
Figure 16: skip2 selection algorithm
An example of the operation of the skip2 selection strategy can be 
seen in Figure 17. As in Figure 15, there is a conflict between the first two 
hypotheses, as they receive the same score. In this case, however, you first 
look at the nodes that are involved in these two hypotheses, namely a, b 
and c, and mark them in all hypotheses. In table b, the marked nodes are 
the red ones and you see that the following hypotheses have marked nodes: 
a!$! b, a!$! c, d!$! c and g!$! b. Next, you skip all hypotheses with 
marked nodes and the first hypothesis that is available for linking is e!$!f, 
as seen in table c where the first three rows are greyed out.
a $ b score_1
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ b score_1
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ b score_1
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ b score_1
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
e $ f score_3
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a $ c score_1
d $ c score_2
g $ b score_4
h $ i score_4
a b
c
ef d
Figure 17: Step-by-step operation of  the skip2 algorithm
To be able to follow the selection process further, you need to look at 
the tree structures that are being aligned, which are presented in Figure 18. 
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There you notice that the hypothesis e!$!f is incompatible with the link be-
tween a!$!b (the red alignments in Figure 18), as the node b is an ancestor 
of node f. As discussed in the beginning of section 3.1, such two links can-
not coexist and after you link e!$! f, you block a!$!b. You can see this 
situation in table d in Figure 17, where the successful link is coloured green 
and the blocked one is coloured red. In this way the hypothesis a!$!b is 
excluded from the further selection process and you are left with the four 
hypotheses in table e. Thus, the initial conflict is resolved and you can con-
tinue the selection process by linking the hypothesis a!$!c in table f.
Figure 18: A graphical representation of  the alignments from Figure 17
Regardless of whether skip1 or skip2 is used, sometimes a situation 
occurs in which the only hypotheses remaining unprocessed are equally 
likely candidates for linking according to the selection strategy. In such am-
biguous cases our decision is not to link anything, rather than make a deci-
sion that might be wrong.
Initial testing of the aligner showed a peculiar trait; often lexical links 
would receive higher scores than the non-lexical links,5  which sometimes 
resulted in poor lexical links preventing the selection of proper non-lexical 
ones. This went against my expectations that the non-lexical links would 
guide the selection of the lexical ones, as more context is available higher in 
the tree structures. The reason seemed to lie in short strings obtaining much 
higher translational-equivalence scores than average length strings, espe-
cially when using score1. Thus, the lexical links and a few top-level links tend 
to be produced first.
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2 lexical are such links, for which at least one of  the linked nodes spans over only one word,
see Figure 19.
lexical non-lexical
! A! $! W
! B! $! X
! B! $! Z
! C! $! Y
!BC! $! XY
!BC! $! Z
!BC! $! WZ
!AB! $! WZ
! A! $! W
! B! $! X
! B! $! Z
! C! $! Y
!BC! $! Z
!BC! $! XY
!BC! $! WZ
!AB! $! WZ
Figure 19: An example of  lexical and non-lexical links for a tree-pair
This motivated the development of an extension to the selection al-
gorithm, which I call span1. When enabled, this extension results in the set 
of nonzero hypotheses being split in two parts: one containing all hypothe-
ses for lexical links, and one containing the hypotheses for non-lexical links, 
as shown in Figure 19. Consequently, links are first selected from the set of 
non-lexical links, and only when it is exhausted does the selection continue 
with the set of lexical links. This division does not affect the discarding of 
incompatible links after linking; incompatible links are discarded in which-
ever set they are found.
I will investigate the effectiveness of the span1 module during the 
evaluation of  the system in Chapter 4.
3.1.3. Full-Search Algorithm
The full-search algorithm was developed mainly to answer the ques-
tion as to whether the greedy-search algorithm gives reasonable results and 
not some local maximum, as well as providing insights into whether we 
should not be doing a full search instead.
This is a backtracking recursive algorithm that enumerates all possi-
ble combinations of compatible links. For an explanation of the criteria 
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used to decide conflicts between links, refer to the beginning of section 3.1. 
A maximal combination of non-crossing links is such a combination of 
links for which any newly added link would be incompatible with at least 
one of the links already in the combination. All such maximal combina-
tions found during the full search are stored for further processing.
tree pair
a $ b e $ f
a $ c g $ b
d $ c h $ i
available nonzero 
alignments
a combination with 
incompatible links
{ g $ b; a $ c; d $ c }
a combination of  
compatible links
{ g $ b; a $ c; h $ i }
a maximal combination of  
nonzero alignments
{ g $ b; a $ c; h $ i; e $ f }
Figure 20: Possible combinations of  sub-tree alignments
for given tree pair and nonzero alignments
An example of possible link combinations is shown in Figure 20 us-
ing the tree pair and alignments from Figures 17 and 18. Here, the combi-
nation { g!$!b; a!$!c; d!$!c } contains the incompatible links a!$!c and 
d!$!c which share the same target node and, therefore, this combination is 
not being considered by the full-search algorithm. The combination { g!$!b; 
a!$!c; h!$! i }, on the other hand, has no such conflicts and is among the 
ones enumerated by the algorithm. Still, this combination is not a maximal 
one, as the link e!$!f is compatible with all other links in the combination 
and can be added to it, resulting in the combination { g!$!b; a!$!c; h!$!i; 
e!$!f }. Out of the two remaining links, a!$!b is incompatible with g!$!b 
and the link d!$!c is incompatible with a!$!c. Therefore, the combina-
tion { g!$!b; a!$!c; h!$!i; e!$!f } is one possible maximal combination of 
compatible links for the given tree pair. The remaining such combinations 
are { g!$!b; d!$!c; e!$!f }, { a!$!b; d!$!c } and { a!$!b; h!$!i }.
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After the full search is complete, the probability mass of each maxi-
mal combination is calculated by summing the translational-equivalence 
scores for all the links in the combination, where the scores are calculated 
using either the score1 or the score2 scoring strategy, discussed in section 
3.1.1. The maximal combination of non-crossing links that has the highest 
probability mass is selected as the best alignment for the sentence pair.
e $ f .005
g $ b .004
d $ c .003
a $ c .002
a $ b .001
h $ i .001
Table 3: Hypothetical scores for the alignment hypotheses from Figure 20
Often, there are several distinct maximal combinations that share the 
highest probability mass; for longer sentences this number can rise to sev-
eral hundred. One possible disambiguation strategy is to take the largest 
common subset of all maximal combinations. To exemplify this, I return to 
the example from Figure 20 and suppose that I have the hypothetical scores 
for the alignment hypotheses shown in Table 3. With such scores you have 
two maximal combinations of links with the same highest score of .012, 
namely { g!$!b; a!$!c; h!$!i; e!$!f } and { g!$!b; d!$!c; e!$!f }. Here, the 
ambiguity is whether to establish the links a!$!c and h!$!i, or only the 
link d!$!c instead. The strategy employed by my system will only present 
the largest common subset of these maximal combinations as the proper set 
of alignments for the tree pair in question, namely { g!$!b; e!$! f }, thus 
discarding the ambiguous links.
Another possible strategy is to output all possible combinations and 
mark them as relating to the same sentence pair, thus leaving disambigua-
tion to the task that uses the resulting aligned data. However, such a strat-
egy depends on the requirements of the task using the resulting parallel 
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treebank and, therefore, cannot be properly developed without prior 
knowledge of these requirements. Still, the open-source nature of my sys-
tem enables the development of the proper disambiguation strategy by the 
user, should it be required.
It should be noted, though, that this algorithm cannot be regarded as 
a feasible solution to real-life alignment tasks. In its nature, it is related to 
the Travelling Salesman Problem6 (TSP – Whitney, 1932), albeit in a strongly 
restricted setting, which means that it has combinatorial complexity (cf. sec-
tion 3.4). Still, on a small scale it can be used to evaluate the performance 
of  the greedy-search algorithm, as will be discussed in section 4.1.3.
3.2. Other Alignment Modules
In this section I look at the string-to-string, tree-to-string and string-
to-tree modules that are used when a parser is not available for one or both 
of  the languages being aligned.
The string-to-string aligner can accept as its input plain or POS-
tagged data. For a pair of sentences, all possible binary trees are first con-
structed for each sentence. All nodes in these trees have the same label (X) 
and are used as available link targets. In the case of POS-tagged data, the 
pre-terminal nodes receive the POS tags as labels.
After all link-hypothesis scores have been calculated according to the 
formulae in section 3.1.1, the string-to-string aligner continues with the se-
lection of links in the same manner as the sub-tree aligner, with one exten-
sion; after a link has been selected — besides all incompatible links — all bi-
nary trees that do not include the linked nodes are discarded with any 
nonzero hypotheses attached to them. In this way, only those binary trees 
that are compatible with the selected links remain after the linking process. 
Figure 21 exemplifies this new type of incompatibility. The link between the 
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6 The term ‘Travelling Salesman Problem’ is  attributed to Hassler Whitney, although the prob-
lem was first formally described by Menger (1931) and has been discussed as early as the 1800s.
nodes X2 and X8 is incompatible with the link between X3 and X9, because 
no binary tree exists for the source string, of which both X2 and X3 can be 
part. On the other hand, the link between X4 and X8 is compatible with the 
link between X3 and X9, because X4 and X3 can be the children of X1 in a 
binary tree covering the source string.
X7
X8 X9
x y
X1
X2 X3
X4 X5 X6
a b c
Figure 21: Link incompatibility during string-to-string alignment
In an additional step for the string-to-string aligner, all non-linked 
nodes (except for the root nodes) are discarded, thus allowing for the con-
struction of unambiguous n-ary trees for the source and target sentences. If 
necessary, non-linked nodes are left intact to provide supporting structure in 
the trees. It is also possible to output a parse forest of all binary trees that 
are compatible with the alignments.
In its operation, the string-to-string aligner is very similar to Inversion-
Transduction Grammars (ITG – Wu, 2000); however its goal is the genera-
tion of a parallel treebank as a training resource for machine translation, 
rather than the induction of  a bilingual grammar for synchronous parsing.
The tree-to-string and string-to-tree modules differ from the string-
to-string module in that a parser is available for one of the languages being 
aligned. In this case, the available parses are used, where available, instead 
of generating hypothetical binary trees. Also, at the output stage, the exist-
ing parses are preserved, except for any unary productions that are being 
collapsed as in the tree-to-tree alignment module. The non-parsed side may 
be POS-tagged, if a POS tagger is available. These two modules allow for 
the utilisation of all available resources for the generation of high-quality 
parallel treebanks.
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3.3. Re-Scoring
It can be argued that each newly induced link in a sentence pair 
should affect the decisions regarding which links to select further in the 
alignment process for this sentence pair. This can be simulated to a certain 
extent using the simple re-scoring module discussed in this section.
The operation of this module relies on the fact that after a link has 
been introduced for a pair of trees, some of the word alignments available 
in the word-alignment tables for the tree pair will be incompatible with this 
link. Namely, these are the alignments between words within the span of 
the source node being linked and words without the span of the target 
node; as well as the alignments between words without the source node 
span and words within the target node span. For example, in Figure 22 the 
word alignments represented in green are compatible with the shown link, 
while the ones in red are incompatible and will be dropped by the re-
scoring algorithm after the establishment of the link. The incompatibility 
arises because with the establishment of a link between the two trees, a cer-
tain context is established based on the fact that — in the case of Figure 22 
— the string "b c# translates as the string "x y#. In such a context, an element 
outside "b c#, namely "a#, cannot be the translational equivalent of an ele-
ment of "x y#, and vice versa. The goal of this process is to make use of the 
implicit contextual information available in the phrase-structure trees.
Figure 22: Compatible and incompatible word alignments,
with respect to a particular sub-tree alignment
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In this way, each time a new link has been selected, the incompatible 
word alignments are removed from the list of available word alignments for 
the tree pair and the scores of the remaining link hypotheses are recalcu-
lated. The linking process then continues as usual.
It should be noted that the re-scoring mechanism presented in this sec-
tion can only be used in conjunction with the greedy-search-based selection. 
This is due to the fact that there is no inherent order for the links generated 
by the full-search algorithm and there is one for the greedy-based search.
3.4. Algorithm Complexity
In this section I will look at the complexity of the developed algo-
rithms. There are two sides to this calculation that are equally important in 
our case: space complexity and time complexity.
3.4.1. Space Complexity
When looking at the space complexity, I am trying to judge the 
amount of memory that will be used when running the software. In my 
case, I need to store information about the tree structures that are being 
aligned and information about the links that are being generated.
Let us first look at the basic tree-to-tree case of alignment. Of the 
two space complexity-related variables, the second one depends on and is 
restricted by the first. Namely, in the final output, there can be at most as 
many links as there are nodes in the smaller of the two trees in a tree-pair. 
However, before selection begins, there may theoretically be many more 
hypotheses to store. Nevertheless, real-life experiments have shown that the 
number of nonzero alignment hypotheses (which are the only ones that I 
have to store in memory) tends to be very close to the number of nodes in 
the smaller tree. Compare for example Table 6 from Appendix A and Ta-
ble 10 for the HomeCentre, where the average number of nodes for Eng-
lish trees is 15.33, while the average number of nonzero links induced using 
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score1 is 28.10; here the actual maximum number of links — given that the 
French trees have 17.52 nodes on average — will be 15.33$17.53=268.74, 
which is an order of magnitude larger than the actual average number of 
nonzero links. Thus, I can consider the space complexity for storing the 
alignment hypotheses to be practically linear in the number of nodes of the 
trees.
The maximum number of nodes in the trees is also easy to calculate. 
The biggest tree that can cover a given string would be a full binary tree, 
which is known to have (2n – 1) nodes, where n is the number of tokens in 
the string, which in a phrase-structure tree is equal to the number of leaves 
of the binary tree. If nS is set to be the number of tokens in the source 
string and nT to be the number of tokens in the target string, the maximum 
total memory used by the system for the storage of the trees will be calcu-
lated as in (6).
(6)
To that I can add the memory needed to store the source and target strings 
themselves, which is nS + nT. Following these calculations, the space needed 
to store the alignment hypotheses is (in practice) roughly equal to the for-
mula in (7) and if I put everything together, I derive the complexity formula 
in (8). That is, linear space complexity in the number of tokens in the 
strings, meaning that the system can easily handle very large strings in 
memory during tree-to-tree alignment.
(7)
(8)
The situation with the string-to-string alignment case is under-
standably more complex, as here I am generating all possible binary trees 
for both the source and target strings. To reduce complexity, this module of 
the system is implemented to store the generated binary trees as a packed 
forest in a CYK-style chart (Kasami, 1965, Younger, 1967, Cocke and 
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Schwartz, 1970), as shown on Figure 21. Such a design is feasible because 
translational-equivalence scores are based only on the surface strings 
spanned by the nodes that are being linked, and not on features of the tree 
structures. Therefore, all nodes that span the same surface string can be 
represented as a single cell in the chart.
In this way, the memory requirements of the string-to-string algo-
rithm can be easily derived from the sizes of the charts that are being used. 
Namely, the total number of cell nodes that are being generated is the sum 
of the number of nodes in the source and target CYK charts and can be 
seen in (9).
(9)
My experiments have shown that the fraction of nonzero alignment 
hypotheses is even smaller for the string-to-string case, compared to the 
tree-to-tree case. However, for the sake of simplicity, here I will use the 
same computation as for the tree-to-tree case. This gives (10) as the practi-
cal memory requirement for the storage of the alignment hypotheses. 
Therefore, when I include the memory requirement for the storage of the 
surface strings, the complexity formula I obtain is the one in (11).
(10)
(11)
This means that the space complexity here is quadratic in the num-
ber of surface tokens. Even though this is significantly worse than for the 
tree-to-tree case, it is still feasible and allows for the operation on practically 
all real-life sentence pairs that the system may come across. While it is true 
that the tree-to-string and string-to-tree modules will use less memory than 
the string-to-string module, their overall space complexity remains quadratic 
in the number of  the tokens of  the sentence, for which a parse is unavailable.
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The main difference with respect to space complexity between the 
greedy-search and the full-search algorithms is that the latter requires sig-
nificantly more memory for longer sentences. The reason for this is that 
long sentences (over 40 tokens) might receive hundreds or thousands of dif-
ferent maximal link sets with the same probability. The extra memory in 
this case would be required to store all such sets that are found during the 
alignment process. For comparison, the greedy-search algorithm requires 
the storage of  only one final set of  links.
3.4.2. Time Complexity
Once I have handled the space complexity of the algorithms, I can 
turn to the calculation of  the time complexity.
To judge the time complexity, I first need to find out what part of the 
system’s operation is most time-consuming. It might not seem intuitive, but 
the aligner does not do any aligning for the biggest part of its operation. As 
can be seen on the graph in Figure 23, most of the time is spent calculating 
the alignment hypotheses’ scores for the sentence pair. This behaviour is 
easy to explain, however. The aligner always has to calculate the 
translational-equivalence scores for all potential alignment hypotheses. 
However, most of those hypotheses receive zero scores, as discussed in the 
previous section. In fact, the longer the sentences that are being aligned, the 
smaller the fraction of nonzero hypotheses. Therefore, even if all hypothe-
ses were to be converted to actual links, the number of objects the selection 
algorithm would have to go through would be just a fraction of the number 
of  objects that scores were calculated for.
Having established this, I can now simply consider the calculation of 
translational-equivalence scores as the main source for time complexity for 
the alignment algorithm and try to establish what this complexity is. 
Clearly, it depends on the number of scores that have to be calculated, 
which in turn depends on the number of nodes in the trees that are being 
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aligned. Because I are looking at all possible links between nodes in the two 
trees, the number of potential links will be simply the product of the num-
bers of nodes in the trees. Using the calculation for the number of nodes 
from the previous section, for the tree-to-tree case the number of potential 
links will be as in (12). This gives quadratic time complexity relative to the 
number of  tokens, as seen in (13).
initialisation phase
calculation of  translational-equivalence scores
selection
start
of  next
sentence
Figure 23: Call-stack graph for the operation of  the sub-tree aligner
on a single sentence pair, showing the time usage of  its different stages
(12)
(13)
As could be expected, the time complexity for the string-to-string 
case is much higher, since the number of nodes is already quadratic, which 
results in a much higher number of potential links, viz. (14). Thus, I derive 
the complexity formula in (15).
(14)
(15)
It can also be seen that a move from string-to-string to tree-to-string 
or string-to-tree makes a significant difference for the time complexity cal-
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culation. Namely, the time complexity for these two cases will only be cubic, 
rather than polynomial to the fourth power
(16)
The calculations presented here suggest that it is highly beneficial to 
pre-process the data that needs to be aligned with monolingual phrase-
structure parsers, if available. The tree-to-string, string-to-tree and espe-
cially the string-to-string modules should be used only when it is impossible 
to find a parser for a particular language or languages.
It should be noted, however, that the score calculation step of the 
alignment process can be optimised. To see how this can be done, let us 
consider how the scores are calculated by my algorithm (cf. section 3.1.1). 
Regardless of the scoring formula that is chosen, the only thing that the 
translational-equivalence scores depend on are the word-alignment prob-
abilities for aligning the words in the sentence pair. There is no interde-
pendence whatsoever between individual scores. This means that their cal-
culation is a good candidate for parallel execution. Because of this, the 
software presented in this work has been prepared for the parallelisation of 
this task. If compiled using a recent version of GCC (4.2 or newer – 
http://gcc.gnu.org), the system can be configured to use all available 
CPUs (logical and/or physical) on a system to perform the calculation of 
translational-equivalence scores. Because this operation takes up so much 
time of the system’s operation, even on a dual-core system you can observe 
a significant reduction in run-time (around 35–40%).
Of course, due to the fact that my system operates on a per sentence 
pair basis, it also lends itself very well to task-farming parallelisation solu-
tions. However, such solutions are best suited for setups where there are 
several distinct computation nodes, on each of which a copy of the aligner 
would be running (worker nodes) and a control node that dispatches sen-
tence pairs to the worker nodes. Given that these computation nodes nowa-
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days usually contain multiple CPU cores, the best performing configuration 
will combine task-farming methods with the built-in parallelisation that I 
have implemented. In this way the worker-nodes’ resources will be best util-
ised while only keeping one copy of the system in the memory of each 
node. If, on the other hand, the built-in parallelisation were not present, full 
utilisation of the worker nodes would require loading as many copies of the 
system into the memory of each node, as there are CPU cores. It becomes 
clear why this is problematic, when you consider that each copy of the sys-
tem will have to load all word-alignment data separately, which for larger 
data sets amounts to significant overhead.
Something I have not inspected closely so far is the complexity of the 
selection algorithms themselves. We said earlier that the system spends only 
a small part of its time performing selection. This, however, only relates to 
the greedy-search algorithm. The situation with the full-search algorithm is 
much different, as can be expected. In section 3.1.3, I already mentioned 
that the full-search algorithm is related to the TSP (Whitney, 1932). The 
original TSP regards the task of finding the shortest possible tour that visits 
each city in a list only once, given distances between each two cities. In my 
case, I am looking for the set of links that produces the highest overall 
weight. Related to the TSP, the nodes in the trees — each of which can only 
be linked once — represent the cities and the translational-equivalence 
scores represent the distances. A major difference to the TSP are the restric-
tions that I put on the model. Namely, I am only ever linking nodes from 
the source tree to nodes from the target tree and never nodes within any of 
the trees. Additionally, the tree structures provide information about in-
compatibilities between the links, thus limiting the number and form of 
possible ‘tours’. Finally, there are many links that receive zero scores and 
thus are not considered for linking.
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Despite all the restrictions stated above, the problem still remains 
combinatorial in nature. Therefore, even when using the restrictions to limit 
the search space by cutting dead-end branches as early as possible, this al-
gorithm can only deal with cases with up to about 200 nonzero alignment 
hypotheses within a reasonable timeframe. Because of this, I have used this 
approach only to validate the performance quality of the greedy-search-
based selection algorithm on the HomeCentre data set (described in sec-
tion 4.1). Ignoring the selection phase, this, as will be discussed in more de-
tail in section 4.1.3, has shown that the restrictions imposed on the model 
allow the discovery of the best solution in up to 95% of the cases consid-
ered with only polynomial time complexity (the order of the polynomial 
depending on the operation mode of the system, as discussed above), which 
is not possible for the generalised version of  the TSP.
3.5. Conclusions
In this chapter I presented the underlying design of my system for 
automatic generation of parallel treebanks. The software can be configured 
to use either a fast robust greedy-search-based selection algorithm, or an 
exhaustive full-search-based one. Both algorithms can use one of two avail-
able scoring functions: score1 or score2.
For the greedy-search algorithm, two algorithms for dealing with 
ambiguities were developed — skip1 and skip2 — allowing it to deal with 
complex alignment situations. Additionally, the extension span1 was devel-
oped to help mitigate possible weaknesses of  the scoring functions.
As an attempt to allow the greedy-search algorithm to self-adjust its 
operation, a re-scoring mechanism was designed. It ensures that each newly 
generated link for a tree pair affects the choice of subsequent links in the 
selection process.
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Along with the basic tree-to-tree alignment module, string-to-string, tree-
to-string and string-to-tree modules were developed. This ensures the maxi-
mum utilisation of any available resources for the language pair in question: 
monolingual phrase-structure parsers or Part-of-Speech taggers. It also al-
lows for the generation of parallel treebanks for pairs of under-resourced 
languages, for which very few external resources exist.
Considering the space and time complexity of the employed algo-
rithms, I regard the system presented in this work to be a useful tool that 
can operate on very large parallel corpora to produce parallel treebanks. 
Although a parallel treebank can be generated in a completely unsuper-
vised manner — given a parallel text — using only existing open source tools 
(eg. GIZA++ – Och and Ney, 2003) and the software presented in this 
work, the use of parsers to pre-process the data is recommended and bene-
ficial, as it can significantly reduce the time required for sub-tree alignment. 
It should be noted, however, that the generation of parallel treebanks is not 
a time-critical task as there are no known applications that require on-the-
fly generation.
Even though I designed a full-search algorithm that always produces 
the best set of alignments for a given tree pair, I showed that its use is lim-
ited to small data sets and evaluation tasks, due to its relatedness to the 
Travelling Salesman Problem, which makes it combinatorial in nature and 
not computationally feasible for real-life tasks. However, it can be used on 
small scale to assess the quality and appropriateness of the greedy-search-
based algorithm.
In the next chapter, I present the battery of tests that I developed for 
the intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation of the system described in this work. 
The evaluation results showcase the various features of my software and 
point out the high quality and usability of  the generated parallel treebanks.
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4. Evaluation and Testing
In the previous chapter, I presented my platform for the automatic 
generation of parallel treebanks. I had a detailed look at the various possi-
ble configurations and operation modes. Now I will put the system to the 
test by means of a battery of tests that I developed, using both intrinsic and 
extrinsic evaluations.
The quality of a parallel treebank depends directly on the quality of 
the sub-tree alignments that it contains. Because of this, I use the evaluation 
results mainly as a metric for the performance of the underlying sub-tree 
alignment system during development. Of course, the evaluation presented 
in this chapter also presents an insight into the usability of the parallel tree-
banks produced using my method.
As a reference for the tests, a hand-crafted parallel treebank was used 
(HomeCentre – Hearne and Way, 2006). This treebank consists of 810 
English–French sentence pairs from a Xerox printer manual. Both the 
source and target side were parsed manually at Xerox PARC. The sub-tree 
alignments were introduced manually by a single annotator at DCU 
(Hearne, 2005). As discussed in section 2.1, I am not aware of an existing 
parallel treebank besides the HomeCentre that can be used directly for 
cross-evaluation and comparison to versions automatically generated using 
the sub-tree aligner.
The word-alignment probabilities required by my system are based 
on IBM Model 4 word alignments on the plain sentences of the HomeCen-
tre in both language directions. These were obtained with the use of the 
training scripts supplied with the Moses decoder (Koehn et al., 2007). In 
order to run the string-to-string, string-to-tree and tree-to-string modules, I used a 
version of the HomeCentre with no parse trees. The original POS-tags 
were left intact, however.
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In addition to the HomeCentre treebank, I used a treebank consist-
ing of 10,000 sentence pairs from the English–German part of the Eu-
roParl (Koehn, 2005). The English side was parsed using Bikel’s parser 
(2002) trained on the Penn Treebank (Marcus et al., 1993), and the Ger-
man side was parsed using BitPar (Schmid, 2004) trained on the TIGER 
treebank (Brants et al., 2002). The parse trees were not altered in any way 
after parsing. The word-alignment probabilities and the POS-tagged ver-
sion of  this data set were obtained as for the HomeCentre.
Further in the text I would take the English side in both data sets to 
be the source side, while the French side of the HomeCentre will be re-
ferred to as the target side, as will be the German side of  the EuroParl.
There are several crucial differences between the HomeCentre and 
EuroParl data sets I used. First, the EuroParl contains automatically gener-
ated parses, while the HomeCentre has been parsed manually. Therefore 
the HomeCentre has far superior parse quality to the EuroParl data set I 
used. Also, the HomeCentre contains shorter sentences on average, com-
pared to the EuroParl, cf. Table 4. Finally, I have a manually sub-sententially 
aligned version only of the HomeCentre. Manual annotation of the Eu-
roParl data would take a prohibitively long time and so was not undertaken.
Data Set
Language
HomeCentre EuroParl
English French English German
Tokens 8.83 10.05 17.99 16.83
Table 4: Average sentence length for
the HomeCentre and EuroParl data sets
Besides the alignments produced using our system and the manual 
alignments for the HomeCentre, I also obtained a set of alignments pro-
duced using the TnT training algorithm designed for the Stat-XFER system 
(Ambati and Lavie, 2008).7
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7 I would like to thank Vamshi Ambati, Jonathan Clark and Alon Lavie from Carnegie Mellon 
University for their help and co-operation with the generation of  this data set.
Configuration Code
skip1, score1 11
skip1, score1, span1 111
skip1, score2 12 Operation Mode Code
skip1, score2, span1 121 String-to-String str2str
skip2, score1 21 String-to-Tree str2tree
skip2, score1, span1 211 Tree-to-String tree2str
skip2, score2 22 Tree-to-Tree tree2tree
skip2, score2, span1 221 Tree-to-Tree tree2tree
skip1, score1, rescore 11r
skip1, score1, span1, rescore 111r
skip1, score2, rescore 12r Search Mode Code
skip1, score2, span1, rescore 121r Greedy Search gs
skip2, score1, rescore 21r Full Search fs
skip2, score1, span1, rescore 211r
skip2, score2, rescore 22r
skip2, score2, span1, rescore 221r
Table 5: Abbreviation codes used to refer to the configurations
and operation modes of  the sub-tree aligner
Throughout this chapter I will use the codes from Table 5 to desig-
nate the various possible configurations and operation modes of the sub-
tree aligner. The labels in the Configuration column refer to the type of skip 
module and scoring function that are being used and whether the span1 
module and/or the rescore modules are turned on. For example, 
tree2tree_121_gs denotes the use of the tree-to-tree alignment module employ-
ing greedy search (gs), setup with the skip1 module, the score2 scoring func-
tion and the span1 module. Additionally, I will use the code man_gold to refer 
to the manually aligned version of the HomeCentre and CMU_TnT for the 
data set supplied by the team at CMU.
It should be noted that the full-search-based selection algorithm su-
persedes the use of either skip module and that a version of the span1 mod-
ule was not implemented for the full search algorithm. Also, due to the time 
requirements of the full-search algorithm, I only used it within the tree-to-
tree module for both score1 and score2. More details about the setup of the ex-
periments employing the full-search algorithm can be found in section 4.1.3.
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A complete description of the operation and properties of all con-
figurations of my aligner is given in Chapter 3. An overview of the algo-
rithms used to obtain the CMU_TnT data set is presented in section 2.2.2.
I will first describe the intrinsic testing in section 4.1, which consists 
of an in-depth analysis of the properties of the automatically generated 
data sets in section 4.1.1 and evaluation against the gold-standard data set 
in section 4.1.2. The intrinsic evaluation also includes assessing the quality 
of the data sets produced using the greedy-search-based selection algorithm 
against the performance of  the full-search-based selection in section 4.1.3.
Then I will go into the details of the extrinsic evaluation in section 
4.2. For this evaluation I use an existing MT system (DOT – Hearne and 
Way, 2006) to perform translation experiments by training the system on 
both the manually and automatically generated data sets. I then use the 
quality of the produced translation as the metric representing the quality of 
the parallel treebanks used for training. Finally, in section 4.3 I will con-
clude the chapter.
4.1. Intrinsic Evaluation
I will start the intrinsic evaluation by looking at the properties of the 
automatically generated parallel treebanks in comparison to the properties 
of the gold-standard parallel treebank in section 4.1.1. Afterwards in sec-
tion 4.1.2, I will evaluate the generated data sets against the gold standard 
by comparing the links induced by the automatic aligners to the manually 
annotated links in the HomeCentre treebank. This evaluation can only be 
performed for the CMU_TnT data set and for the parallel treebanks pro-
duced by the tree-to-tree alignment module of our aligner, as the string-to-
string, string-to-tree and tree-to-string modules generate new trees for at 
least one of the language sides. Additionally, I evaluate the performance of 
our system against the CMU_TnT data.
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For the evaluation outlined above, I only use data sets generated us-
ing the greedy-search-based algorithm of my aligner. I used the versions of 
the HomeCentre treebank that I generated using the tree-to-tree module and 
the full-search algorithm as a benchmark for the quality of the greedy-
search algorithm. The details are presented in section 4.1.3.
4.1.1. Analysing the Parallel Treebanks
I start with a look at some of the characteristic properties of the 
various parallel treebanks I have available. Based on this analysis, I make 
some predictions about the performance of the different configurations of 
my aligner. I will use the various experiments detailed later in this chapter 
to find out whether these predictions were born% out and if not, I will try to 
give convincing explanations.
As was mentioned earlier, one of the major differences between the 
HomeCentre and EuroParl data sets is the average sentence length. It can 
be seen from the data in Table 4 on p.59 that EuroParl contains sentences 
that are on average over twice as long as the sentences in the HomeCentre 
(looking at the English side).
In Tables 1 – 3 in Appendix A, you can find the number of node la-
bels on the source and target sides, as well as the number of unique linked 
node-label pairs resulting from the sub-sentential alignment. An overview 
of the distribution of the POS tag-pairs is given in Figure 24. The parallel 
treebanks produced using the tree-to-tree module, as well as the CMU_TnT 
and man_gold data sets, use the full sets of node labels available in the origi-
nal parsed data, while the data produced using the string-to-string, string-to-tree 
and tree-to-string modules only use the POS tags from the original data plus 
the special X node label that is assigned to the automatically generated 
nodes on the language side(s) for which the input was not parsed. This ex-
plains the fact that the configurations of my aligner using the tree-to-tree 
module produce the highest number of node-label pairs for the HomeCen-
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tre, while the ones using the string-to-string modules produce the least num-
ber of node-label pairs and the other modules fall in the middle. The 
CMU_TnT data set has about as many unique node-label pairs as our string-
to-string data, even though the algorithm is comparable to the tree-to-tree 
module (cf. section 2.2.2), and the man_gold data set has by far the least 
number of  node-label pairs.
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Figure 24: Average, minimum and maximum number of  unique
source % target pairs of  linked Part-of-Speech tags
in the HomeCentre and EuroParl data sets
There are two possible explanations for these results. Either the sub-
sentential links within the CMU_TnT and man_gold data sets are more con-
sistent than the ones produced by my aligner, or there are fewer links; the 
exact reason will be investigated later in this section. An interesting fact is 
that the configurations employing the rescore module generally have fewer 
unique node-label pairs compared to their non-rescore counterparts.
These statistics differ, however, for the EuroParl data set in that the string-
to-tree and tree-to-string modules produce the smallest amount of  node-label pairs,
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Figure 25: Average percentage of  linked nodes in source and target trees
in the HomeCentre and EuroParl data sets
rather than the string-to-string module as for the HomeCentre data. Again, 
this can either be due to higher consistency among the alignments or due to 
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a smaller number of links and the actual reason will be investigated during 
the further analysis of  the data in this section.
Turning to Table 4 from Appendix A for the HomeCentre (summa-
rised in Figure 25), you see that the string-to-string module has the highest 
percentage of linked nodes on average for both source and target trees. 
This is due to the fact that the phrase structure trees here are motivated 
solely by the existence of translationally equivalent strings in both lan-
guages and thus they are generally the minimal trees that accommodate the 
available translational-equivalence data. This can also be observed for the 
EuroParl data set in Figure 25. The statistics for the EuroParl data actually 
make it even clearer that the string-to-tree and tree-to-string modules produce 
the smallest amount of linked nodes on average. You will see some possible 
reasons for this later, but at this stage I can say that this fact has to be re-
lated to the reduced number of node-label pairs in the data sets produced 
by these modules.
The data in Tables 4 and 5 in conjunction with the data in Tables 6 
and 7 (all from Appendix A) also give information about the depth of the 
phrase-structure trees in the various parallel treebanks. One might argue 
that the string-to-string module would produce the best structures that can 
accommodate the translational equivalencies between the two languages in 
question, as it is not restricted by any existing structures that might be sub-
optimal. Therefore, based on the number of nodes produced by the string-
to-string module, I can conclude that the original trees in the HomeCentre 
treebank could be flatter — especially on the target side — while the trees 
produced by the parsers for the EuroParl data set have optimal depth on 
the source side and need to be considerably deeper on the target side.
Both for the HomeCentre and EuroParl data sets I find that the 
string-to-tree and tree-to-string modules produce considerably fewer nodes on 
the language side where plain input is used, compared to the string-to-string
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module and to the original parse trees. I believe that this can be linked to 
the data in Tables 8 and 9 from Appendix A, namely the number of links 
produced by the different configurations. A summary of this data is shown 
on Figure 26. You see that — particularly for the EuroParl data — these two 
modules produce the smallest number of links. A plausible explanation for 
this finding lies in the fact that different natural languages can rarely be 
analysed using the same structure. The string-to-tree and tree-to-string modules, 
however, are forced to use the structures defined for one language to con-
strain and guide their decisions when generating structure for the other lan-
guage. The data seem to point out that — when trying to capture the trans-
lational equivalencies in two languages in a structural manner — one should 
either start building structure for both languages from scratch, or use existing 
structures that have been specifically tailored to fit the languages in question.
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Figure 26: Average number of  sub-sentential alignments
in the HomeCentre and EuroParl data sets
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An interesting observation is that all configurations of my system 
produce (considerably) more sub-sentential links than exist in the man_gold 
data and much more than the links in the CMU_TnT data. I can draw the 
following conclusions from this. The manual annotation of parallel treebanks 
is a very difficult and tedious precision-oriented process (Hearne et al., 2007, 
Samuelsson and Volk, 2007) and it is easy for the annotator to omit proper 
alignments when s/he is unsure whether to link certain nodes or not. This is 
true in particular of the HomeCentre parallel treebank which was anno-
tated by a single person.
As regards the CMU_TnT data, further analysis was needed to find 
out what was responsible for the small number of links. I discovered that, 
with respect to the number of tokens covered by linked nodes, the 
CMU_TnT data only contains one-to-one and many-to-many links. We be-
lieve that the lack of one-to-many and many-to-one links of this type is se-
verely limiting this data set, as often what can be expressed with a single 
word in one language, has to be expressed using several words in another. If 
you also look at Table 10 from Appendix A, you will see that the distribu-
tion between non-lexical and lexical links for this data set is comparable 
only to the data produced by the string-to-string module. What these statistics, 
together with the data about the average number of links, show is that the 
CMU algorithm produces significantly fewer lexical alignments compared 
to the system presented in this work. In fact, only the man_gold data set has 
fewer lexical links on average than the CMU_TnT data set.
I believe that it is crucial for a parallel treebank to have a high num-
ber of lexical links, as they constitute the fundamental building blocks that 
can be used to represent translational equivalence. Later on in this chapter 
I will discuss whether and to what extent the need for more lexical links af-
fects the usefulness of these data sets within a machine translation setting. 
The statistics presented so far leave the impression that the CMU algorithm 
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is inferior to the sub-tree alignment system presented in this work, mostly 
due to the smaller number of alignments — and especially lexical align-
ments — and due to the lack of one-to-many alignments with regard to the 
number of  tokens covered by a particular link.
In Tables 12 and 13 in Appendix A, you see the total number of 
sentences for which the automatic aligner could not resolve all available 
ambiguities per configuration, as well as the average number of ambigu-
ous links for these sentences. Tables 14 and 15 in the same appendix pre-
sent the average number of search space reductions per sentence pair per 
configuration, i.e. the number of iterations that the greedy-search-based 
algorithm had to go through before exhausting the list of alignment hy-
potheses available for linking.
For the HomeCentre data set, Tables 12 and 14 do not show signifi-
cant variations, which I believe is due to the small size of the treebank. For 
the EuroParl data in Tables 13 and 15, on the other hand, I see a clear 
trend for the tree-to-tree module to encounter a larger number of ambiguous 
cases. This can easily be explained by the fact that the other alignment 
modules have more freedom to select structural links, and are thus less likely 
to come across irresolvable ambiguities. Conversely, the string-to-string mod-
ule has to perform the greatest number of steps while doing alignment. 
This can be directly attributed to the much higher number of hypothetical 
links it has to operate on.
Interestingly, the string-to-tree and tree-to-string modules require the few-
est number of steps on average during alignment, even though they operate 
on more alignment hypotheses that the tree-to-tree alignment module. I be-
lieve that this is because the system would try to use the existing phrase 
structure on one language side as much as possible for disambiguation and 
for the blocking of  unwanted hypotheses.
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With this I conclude the analysis of the properties of the various data 
sets. In the next section, I will discuss to what extent the automatic sub-tree 
aligners are able to match the gold standard I have for the HomeCentre. 
Presently, I will focus only on this data set and I will return to the EuroParl 
in section 4.2.
4.1.2. Evaluation Against the
Gold Standard
Now I can turn to the evaluation of the automatically generated par-
allel treebanks against the gold standard. The metrics I use are precision 
and recall for all sub-tree alignments and lexical and non-lexical alignments 
alone. The full results of  the evaluation are shown in Table 6 and Figure 27.
System/
Configuration
All links Lexical links Non-lexical links
precision recall precision recall precision recall
CMU_TnT 72.25% 70.85% 66.00% 70.77% 83.18% 72.04%
tree2tree_11_gs 60.10% 75.87% 49.64% 79.55% 83.13% 72.37%
tree2tree_11r_gs 59.94% 73.62% 49.39% 76.87% 83.83% 70.17%
tree2tree_111_gs 61.31% 79.27% 51.06% 81.40% 79.38% 77.90%
tree2tree_111r_gs 61.96% 77.77% 51.53% 79.39% 80.18% 76.73%
tree2tree_12_gs 61.29% 77.46% 51.06% 79.99% 80.75% 75.69%
tree2tree_12r_gs 61.66% 75.77% 51.48% 78.48% 80.93% 73.88%
tree2tree_121_gs 61.56% 78.44% 51.53% 80.51% 78.67% 77.22%
tree2tree_121r_gs 62.48% 77.62% 52.50% 80.06% 79.37% 76.34%
tree2tree_21_gs 60.80% 76.27% 50.12% 79.71% 82.82% 73.01%
tree2tree_21r_gs 60.30% 73.81% 49.68% 77.12% 83.40% 70.32%
tree2tree_211_gs 61.56% 79.25% 51.19% 81.35% 79.38% 77.91%
tree2tree_211r_gs 62.13% 77.80% 51.58% 79.40% 80.22% 76.77%
tree2tree_22_gs 61.54% 77.50% 51.29% 80.03% 80.75% 75.70%
tree2tree_22r_gs 61.82% 75.75% 51.64% 78.45% 80.93% 73.88%
tree2tree_221_gs 61.79% 78.49% 51.76% 80.60% 78.73% 77.22%
tree2tree_221r_gs 62.64% 77.60% 52.66% 80.02% 79.40% 76.34%
Table 6: Intrinsic evaluation of  the automatically aligned versions
of  the HomeCentre parallel treebank against the gold standard
As I said earlier, this evaluation can only be performed for the output 
of the tree-to-tree alignment module, as all other modules produce new struc-
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tures on at least one language side, which cannot be directly compared to 
the gold-standard trees. I will start by evaluating the parallel treebanks pro-
duced by our system and the CMU_TnT data set against the gold standard. 
Then I will use the same techniques to evaluate the data produced by my 
aligner against the CMU_TnT data in a bid to better understand where the 
two approaches differ, and where they produce comparable results.
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Figure 27: Comparison between the precision and recall of  the tree-to-tree 
module and the CMU aligner evaluated against the gold standard
for the HomeCentre parallel treebank, as well as a comparison between
the number of  links present in the various data sets
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The first observation that can be made when looking at the All links 
column of Table 6 and at the left-hand graph from Figure 27 is that for all 
configurations of my aligner the precision is significantly lower than the re-
call. This gap becomes even bigger when we concentrate on the lexical 
links, where the average precision is around 51% while the average recall is 
about 79%. At the same time, the data for the non-lexical links show consis-
tently higher precision than recall. On the other hand, the CMU_TnT data 
shows a better balance between precision and recall with the precision in 
the All links column being higher than the recall.
To understand the cause of these results, I will have to go to Tables 8 
and 10 in Appendix A and to the right-hand graph on Figure 27. As was 
seen earlier, the gold-standard tree pairs have fewer links on average than 
the tree pairs produced by any configuration of our sub-tree aligner. This is 
especially true for the lexical links, as the man_gold data shows a stronger 
preference for non-lexical links than the automatically generated data sets. 
Therefore, I can conclude that the lack of precision is due to the produc-
tion of additional lexical links that do not occur in the gold standard, rather 
than to not being able to select the proper lexical alignments, which is sup-
ported by the high recall values. On the other hand, it seems that the auto-
matic aligner cannot discover all available non-lexical alignments, hence the 
drop in recall there. What these data suggest is that the aligner needs to 
produce a larger number of non-lexical links and significantly fewer lexical 
ones if it was to better match the gold standard. However, I do not cur-
rently know whether better matching the gold standard will necessarily re-
sult in parallel treebanks that are better suited for use in machine translation 
tasks. Therefore, I will use the extrinsic evaluation techniques in section 4.2 to 
assess whether I indeed need to strive to reach the gold standard or not.
For the CMU_TnT data set, I observe similar precision and recall to 
our aligner for the non-lexical links. On the other hand, this data set shows 
significantly higher precision for the lexical links, but also a drop in recall. 
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These results might have been explained by the lower number of links pre-
sent in the CMU_TnT data, compared to the gold standard, but a more 
careful examination of the data show that there are on average 4.69 lexical 
links in the CMU_TnT data set versus 4.29 for the gold standard. There-
fore, there is a significant difference between the two sets of lexical links 
and the CMU algorithm has problems finding the proper word-level align-
ments. I believe that this is due to its over-reliance on the lexical alignments 
produced by GIZA++; as discussed in section 2.2.2, the CMU algorithm 
uses the GIZA++ alignments for each sentence pair directly during the 
alignment process, while my algorithm uses a probabilistic bilingual dic-
tionary derived from the word-alignment data instead (cf. section 3.1).
System/
Configuration
All links Lexical links Non-lexical links
precision recall precision recall precision recall
tree2tree_11_gs 58.40% 75.68% 52.76% 79.18% 73.12% 76.92%
tree2tree_11r_gs 58.20% 73.36% 52.40% 76.76% 73.94% 74.59%
tree2tree_111_gs 59.74% 79.40% 54.77% 81.59% 72.17% 83.37%
tree2tree_111r_gs 60.29% 77.76% 55.18% 79.35% 72.79% 82.43%
tree2tree_12_gs 59.07% 76.82% 53.94% 79.35% 72.62% 80.54%
tree2tree_12r_gs 59.57% 75.17% 54.62% 77.69% 72.74% 78.80%
tree2tree_121_gs 59.43% 77.83% 54.79% 80.24% 70.90% 82.04%
tree2tree_121r_gs 60.40% 76.96% 55.92% 79.26% 71.41% 81.17%
tree2tree_21_gs 58.95% 76.09% 53.35% 79.38% 73.40% 77.77%
tree2tree_21r_gs 58.45% 73.46% 52.66% 76.77% 74.05% 74.96%
tree2tree_211_gs 59.89% 79.33% 54.92% 81.46% 72.18% 83.40%
tree2tree_211r_gs 60.30% 77.68% 55.14% 79.20% 72.86% 82.57%
tree2tree_22_gs 59.32% 76.84% 54.22% 79.37% 72.64% 80.58%
tree2tree_22r_gs 59.72% 75.14% 54.82% 77.64% 72.74% 78.80%
tree2tree_221_gs 59.67% 77.89% 55.07% 80.32% 70.92% 82.04%
tree2tree_221r_gs 60.55% 76.93% 56.12% 79.20% 71.44% 81.17%
Table 7: Intrinsic evaluation of  versions of  the HomeCentre
parallel treebank aligned using our aligner
against a version aligned using the CMU aligner
I also used the precision and recall metrics to compare the parallel 
treebanks produced using my method against the CMU_TnT parallel tree-
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bank in an attempt to better understand the similarities and differences in 
the operation of  the two systems. The results are presented in Table 7.
Immediately can be seen that, as with the evaluation against the gold 
standard, precision is significantly lower than recall. Here again, I attribute 
this to the higher number of lexical links produced by my algorithm. How-
ever, there is higher coincidence of the lexical links in the output of our sys-
tem with the lexical links in the CMU_TnT data set, than with the lexical 
links in the gold standard. This is a direct result of both automatic systems 
using the same word-alignment data produced by GIZA++. Nonetheless, I 
do not observe an exact match because the CMU system directly replicates 
and filters the one-to-one lexical alignments produced by GIZA++ for each 
particular sentence pair and excludes any one-to-many alignments; mean-
while my system uses a probabilistic bilingual dictionary derived from the 
GIZA++ word alignments, thus being able to side-step errors present in the 
original word-alignment data and to find new possible alignments that 
GIZA++ had skipped for the particular sentence pair.
There is also a mismatch in the non-lexical alignments that the two 
automatic systems produce. My algorithm finds on average 80% of the 
non-lexical links produced by the CMU algorithm, plus some additional 
non-lexical links. However, there are links that the CMU system produces 
and mine does not. I believe that this is a direct result of the mismatch on 
the lexical level and not a separate phenomenon.
In this section, I saw that my automatic sub-tree aligner produces the 
majority of the links present in the gold-standard data set, as attested by the 
high recall statistics. However, the system produces a significantly higher 
number of links — in particular lexical links — which leads to a low preci-
sion overall. The data sets produced by my aligner relate to the CMU_TnT 
data set similarly to the way they relate to the gold standard. However, the 
CMU_TnT differs significantly from the man_gold one. Therefore, I cannot be 
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confident about which automatic alignment algorithm performs better overall 
before I have looked at the results of  the extrinsic evaluation in section 4.2.
The important point that needs to be taken from this section is that 
the automatic algorithm should produce more non-lexical links and fewer 
lexical ones, if it were to match the gold standard. However, I am confident 
that the extra lexical links being produced are beneficial in the machine 
translation context and therefore I am uncertain that matching the gold 
standard will necessarily produce the best results. It will be seen whether 
this is indeed the case in section 4.2.
4.1.3. The Full-Search-Based Algorithm
as a Benchmark
As discussed in section 3.4, the full-search selection algorithm is 
combinatorial in nature and, hence, for sentence pairs with more than 100 
nonzero link hypotheses, its time requirements become prohibitively expen-
sive. Nevertheless, this algorithm can be used in its current form for devel-
opment purposes.
It is reasonable to ask whether the greedy-search algorithm produces 
the best set of alignments for a given sentence pair. It could be that it picks 
a local maximum differing greatly from the absolute maximal set of align-
ments, thus producing either low-quality links or a small number of  links.
The full-search selection algorithm can be used to test the perform-
ance of the greedy-search algorithm, as it by definition produces the best 
available set of alignments for a given tree pair. I decided to use the rate of 
coincidence between the alignments induced using both selection algo-
rithms as a metric for the quality of the links derived using the greedy 
search: the higher the number of cases in which the greedy-search algo-
rithm matches the result of the full-search algorithm, the better the quality 
of  the greedy search.
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Tables 8 and 9 show two sides of this evaluation. In Table 8, I pre-
sent the percentage of sentences for which the various configurations of the 
aligner with the greedy-search-based algorithm matched exactly the set of 
links determined by the full-search-based algorithm. This coincidence rate 
is presented both as a total and separately for sentences for which the 
greedy-search could not resolve all ambiguities, as well as for sentences for 
which all ambiguities were successfully resolved. In Table 9, I look at the 
precision and recall of the links produced by the greedy-search algorithm, 
given the full-search-based alignments as a standard, in the same manner 
used for the evaluation presented in section 4.1.2.
System/
Configuration
Total 
solutions 
found
Sentences with 
undecided links
Sentences without 
undecided links
# % found # % found
tree2tree_11_gs 87.95% 76 68.42% 704 90.06%
tree2tree_11r_gs 62.44% 72 30.56% 708 65.68%
tree2tree_111_gs 77.18% 66 68.18% 714 78.01%
tree2tree_111r_gs 58.21% 61 31.15% 719 60.50%
tree2tree_12_gs 95.64% 82 91.46% 698 96.13%
tree2tree_12r_gs 60.64% 86 34.88% 694 63.83%
tree2tree_121_gs 83.72% 84 79.76% 696 84.20%
tree2tree_121r_gs 57.69% 78 37.18% 702 59.97%
tree2tree_21_gs 89.62% 129 73.64% 651 92.78%
tree2tree_21r_gs 62.69% 101 27.72% 679 67.89%
tree2tree_211_gs 77.18% 99 72.73% 681 77.83%
tree2tree_211r_gs 58.21% 80 28.75% 700 61.57%
tree2tree_22_gs 95.90% 107 92.52% 673 96.43%
tree2tree_22r_gs 60.51% 103 35.92% 677 64.25%
tree2tree_221_gs 84.23% 105 82.86% 675 84.44%
tree2tree_221r_gs 57.69% 94 38.30% 686 60.35%
Table 8: Coincidence rate for the greedy-search-based algorithm
in exactly matching the alignments produced
by the full-search-based algorithm for the HomeCentre
The present evaluation was performed by initially producing two 
parallel treebanks by running full-search-based alignment on the Home-
Centre data set first using score1 and then using score2 as the scoring func-
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tion. The evaluation was performed only for the tree-to-tree module, as the 
other alignment modules have a significantly higher initial number of 
nonzero alignment hypotheses. In order to be able to perform this evalua-
tion within a reasonable timeframe, I limited the number of nonzero hy-
potheses to 100, i.e. I skipped sentence pairs for which there were more 
than 100 initial nonzero hypotheses. For the HomeCentre data set this ex-
cluded just 30 of the 810 sentence pairs. Still, the alignment took about 70 
minutes, compared to the 4 seconds it takes the greedy-search-based algo-
rithm to align all 810 sentence pairs.
System/
Configuration
All links Lexical links Non-lexical links
precision recall precision recall precision recall
tree2tree_11_gs 95.94% 97.13% 95.16% 97.84% 98.53% 95.13%
tree2tree_11r_gs 93.80% 92.12% 92.66% 92.72% 97.41% 90.39%
tree2tree_111_gs 93.56% 96.81% 94.37% 96.12% 91.49% 98.39%
tree2tree_111r_gs 92.33% 92.50% 91.96% 90.43% 92.68% 97.18%
tree2tree_12_gs 98.71% 99.18% 98.36% 99.14% 99.57% 99.21%
tree2tree_12r_gs 95.85% 93.21% 94.50% 91.72% 98.79% 95.83%
tree2tree_121_gs 95.78% 97.00% 95.92% 96.33% 95.19% 99.21%
tree2tree_121r_gs 93.71% 92.11% 92.72% 89.79% 95.32% 97.51%
tree2tree_21_gs 96.85% 97.52% 96.36% 98.12% 98.08% 95.83%
tree2tree_21r_gs 94.25% 92.25% 93.27% 92.83% 97.13% 90.59%
tree2tree_211_gs 93.98% 96.83% 94.88% 96.14% 91.50% 98.42%
tree2tree_211r_gs 92.55% 92.54% 92.24% 90.46% 92.71% 97.28%
tree2tree_22_gs 99.23% 99.21% 99.06% 99.17% 99.57% 99.23%
tree2tree_22r_gs 96.14% 93.16% 94.88% 91.64% 98.79% 95.83%
tree2tree_221_gs 96.27% 97.09% 96.58% 96.44% 95.25% 99.21%
tree2tree_221r_gs 94.04% 92.09% 93.16% 89.75% 95.36% 97.51%
Table 9: Intrinsic evaluation of  versions of  the HomeCentre
parallel treebank aligned using the greedy-search-based algorithm
against their counterparts aligned using full-search-based algorithm
The first impression from looking at Table 9 is that both the precision 
and recall scores are very high — over 92% — which is very encouraging. 
The results in Table 8, however, are worse. Nevertheless, there are several 
trends that are consistent in both tables.
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First, it can be noticed that the worst results overall (by a significant 
margin in Table 8) are obtained from configurations including the rescore 
module. This is surprising, as I had expected the dependencies between the 
links introduced by this module to improve the overall quality of the pro-
duced sub-tree alignments (cf. section 3.3). The only possible explanation 
for this we can see in the analysis data is that the rescore configurations con-
sistently produce fewer links than the non-rescore ones (cf. Table 8, Appen-
dix A). These configurations also consistently show a lower recall in the in-
trinsic evaluation (cf. Table 6) both for lexical and non-lexical links com-
pared to their counterparts. This may be the explanation for the observed 
results, especially considering the fact that the numbers in Table 8 represent 
only exact matches to alignments produced by the full-search-based algo-
rithm. I believe that this could be due to the elimination of certain origi-
nally nonzero links through the re-scoring process. Whether this is benefi-
cial to the final quality of the parallel treebank or not can only be ascer-
tained through extrinsic evaluation methods, and I will return to this ques-
tion in section 4.2.
The next largest advantage seen in Tables 8 and 9 is the advantage of 
using score2 compared to score1. Here you have to consider one important 
factor, namely that the only difference between the various configurations 
that I am focusing on — the difference in scoring strategy — is also present 
for the full-search runs that I use as the benchmark data. Nevertheless, the 
configurations employing score2 bar a few exceptions always obtain higher 
precision, recall and coincidence rates than their score1 counterparts. This 
obviously cannot be due to differences on the algorithmic side of the sys-
tem, but no single factor seems to stand out as the explanation for these re-
sults. Theoretically, a change in the scoring strategy can affect which align-
ment hypotheses obtain a zero score during the initial calculation and it 
could also lead to having a different set of undecided links and a different 
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number of undecided links at the end of the alignment process per sen-
tence pair. However, even the data from Table 10 from Appendix A and 
Table 10 below do not provide obvious explanations for the difference in 
score1 and score2 performance. Therefore, I can only conclude that the score2 
strategy better represents translational equivalencies in general and conse-
quently produces alignment hypotheses that are easier to deal with in the 
context of  the system presented in this work.
Scoring function all links lexical links non-lexical links
score1
score2
28.10 21.95 6.82
28.35 22.13 6.90
Table 10: Average number of  initial nonzero alignment hypotheses for the 
tree-to-tree module depending on the scoring function used
for the HomeCentre data set
The next performance variation I turn to is the variation between 
system configurations using the skip1 module and ones using the skip2 mod-
ule. Here a negligible increase in recall values is seen with only a .08 per-
cent points average increase and .39 percent points maximum increase for 
configuration tree2tree_21_gs over tree2tree_11_gs. The increase in precision is 
more palpable with a .45 percent points average increase and .91 percent 
points maximum increase for the same configurations as before. This im-
provement in precision is in line with the evaluation against the gold stan-
dard and vindicates our prediction that the skip2 module should lead to bet-
ter performance. As discussed in section 3.1.2, the skip1 module allows any 
link to resolve an existing conflict, while in skip2 we make sure that the link 
resolving the conflict will not align a node which is already involved in the 
conflict. The improvement in performance is also reflected at the slightly 
higher number of  exact matches against the full-search-based algorithm.
Finally, I need to check the effects of the use of the span1 module. 
Contrary to my expectations, the configurations using this module fare sig-
nificantly worse than the ones without it, particularly with regard to preci-
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sion. I believe, however, that this is not an evidence for problems with the 
span1 module. Rather, the reason for this discrepancy lies in the nature of 
the span1 extension. As discussed in section 3.1.2, span1 introduces a separa-
tion in the induction of lexical and non-lexical links. The full-search algo-
rithm, however, derives the maximal link set from a common pool of all 
nonzero alignment hypotheses which makes direct comparison impossible. I 
will, therefore, use the extrinsic evaluation results from section 4.2 to give a 
proper insight into the actual performance of  the span1 module.
In conclusion, the basic trends that can be taken away from this sec-
tion are that score2 performs better than score1, and that skip2 leads to better 
precision than skip1. At the same time, the rescore module fell short of my 
expectations and I was unable to properly evaluate the span1 module. Nev-
ertheless, the greedy-search algorithm comes very close to the best maximal 
link set. My tests show that in up to 95% of all cases the greedy-search al-
gorithm finds the best maximal link set available for the particular sentence 
pair. These results are very encouraging and show that the fast greedy-search 
algorithm produces high-quality results and there is no practical need to use 
the full-search algorithm, except for comparison and evaluation purposes.
In the next section, I perform extrinsic evaluation of the various 
configurations of my system and check the extent to which they follow my 
findings and expectations from the intrinsic evaluation.
4.2. Extrinsic Evaluation
In this section, I use an external system built to use parallel treebanks 
as a training resource, to evaluate the quality of the treebanks produced by 
the different configurations of my system. I try to match these results 
against the intrinsic evaluation presented in section 4.1 and check whether 
my predictions and expectations are met.
For extrinsic evaluation, I used the Data-Oriented Translation (DOT) 
system described by Hearne and Way (2006). The system was first trained 
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using the manually aligned HomeCentre treebank and the output transla-
tions were evaluated to acquire baseline scores. I then trained the system on 
the parallel treebanks automatically generated using my aligner, as well as 
on the CMU_TnT data set and repeated the same evaluation, such that the 
only difference across runs are the sub-tree alignments.
For testing, I used the six English–French training/test splits for the 
HomeCentre used by Hearne and Way (2006) for continuity of experimen-
tation. Each test set contains 80 test sentences and each training set con-
tains 730 tree pairs, where the test sentences do not contain unknown 
words. I evaluated the translation output using three automatic evaluation 
metrics: BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), NIST (Doddington, 2002) and 
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005). I averaged the results over the six 
splits. I also measured test-data coverage of the translation system, i.e. the 
percentage of test sentences for which full parses were generated on the 
source side during translation.
I also used the 10,000 sentence pair EuroParl data set described at 
the beginning of section 4.1. Here I prepared four English–German 
training/test splits in a manner similar to the one employed for the Home-
Centre. Each test set contains 150 test sentences and each training set con-
tains 9,850 tree pairs. The test sentences were restricted to having between 
4 and 16 words on the German side, and I also made sure that they did not 
include words not present in the corresponding training set, so that the re-
sults would not be affected by the presence of  unknown words.
The BLEU metric (Papineni et al., 2002) is currently one of the most 
widely used metrics for MT evaluation. This is a string-based metric and it 
uses a simple calculation of modified precision, i.e. counting the number of 
n-grams8 from the translation that match the reference. It uses geometric 
average to combine the scores for n-grams of various lengths and it includes 
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8 An n-gram is a sequence of  n consecutive tokens in a sentence.
a brevity penalty for translations shorter than the reference. Usually, scores 
for n-grams of length of up to four tokens are calculated. It has to be noted, 
that the BLEU metric has been developed specifically for use on the docu-
ment and system level with several reference translations for each transla-
tion sentence that needs to be evaluated. Because of this, BLEU has been 
widely criticised for its inadequate accuracy of evaluation at the sentence 
level, for example in (Callison-Burch et al., 2006, Owczarzak, 2008).
Developed based on BLEU, the NIST metric (Doddington, 2002) 
tries to alleviate some of its shortcomings. This is done by factoring in the 
information score of an n-gram, based on its frequency in the document, as 
less frequent n-grams are thought to carry larger part of the meaning of a 
text and so their correct translation should be awarded higher. Also, NIST 
uses arithmetic average, rather than geometric, to combine the scores for n-
grams of up to five tokens in length. Still, NIST is also a document-
oriented metric and it also requires multiple reference translations to corre-
late better to human judgements.
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie, 2005) differs considerably from 
BLEU and NIST in that it tries to accommodate both syntactic and lexical 
differences between the candidate translation and the reference. It operates 
in several stages, first looking for exact matches and then using stemming to 
find matches differing only in morphological form and eventually employ-
ing WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) to find matches between synonyms. The fi-
nal score combines precision and heavily weighted recall with a penalty for 
non-contiguous matches. METEOR usually shows significantly better cor-
relation with human judgement than BLEU at the segment level. For my 
experiments, I did not employ the WordNet-based synonymy module of 
METEOR, as English was the source side for the experiments. The pre-
sented scores are only based on exact matches and stemming.
The actual DOT system that I am using is a modification of the one 
by Hearne and Way (2006). Changes were introduced by the author of this 
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thesis with the goal of improving the performance of the system and cor-
recting some errors and inconsistencies that I came across during testing. 
The translation of a sentence with the DOT system consists of four stages 
that are usually found in tree-based MT systems. First, the sentence is being 
parsed to obtain an n-best list of possible parses. In the case of the DOT 
system this is done by first performing a 1-best Viterbi (1967) parse and 
then generating the remaining n-best parses using an algorithm developed 
by Jiménez and Marzal (2000).
The DOT system includes a fallback mechanism for dealing with 
sentences that cannot be fully parsed by the 1-best Viterbi algorithm using 
the grammar extracted during training. In such cases, an additional root 
node is added that connects the parse-tree fragments that are generated, to 
ensure that the transfer process can proceed normally.
The transfer is the second step in the translation process. During 
transfer the information encoded by the sub-tree links in the parallel tree-
bank is used to find the possible corresponding structures for the available 
tree fragments on the source side. This process is also guided by the target-
side grammar, extracted during training. Finally, once we have the possible 
target-side derivations that correspond to the source-side parses, we extract 
the best translations corresponding to the source-side sentence.
It should be noted that the DOT system does not operate with a 
DOT-style grammar directly. Rather, it uses the Goodman reduction de-
scribed by Goodman (2003) to construct an equivalent probabilistic 
context-free grammar (PCFG). For my experiments, I use a grammar-
extraction module designed by the author of this thesis that generates the 
necessary Goodman-style PCFG grammar for use with the DOT system 
from a given parallel treebank.
I will first look at the results from the HomeCentre evaluation in Ta-
bles 1 and 2 in Appendix B and then I will compare them to performance 
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of the EuroParl data sets, as per Tables 3 and 4 from the same appendix. 
For clarity, Tables 1 and 2 are colour-coded to show the relevant perform-
ance against the gold standard. Namely, scores higher than the gold-
standard score have green background, while the ones that are lower have 
red background. Additionally, Figure 28 presents a graphical comparison 
between the performance of my system and the CMU and manual align-
ments on the HomeCentre. Due to the small size of the data sets, statistical 
significance testing was not performed.
First of all, in Table 1 from Appendix B and on Figure 28 you see 
that the performance of the automatic systems falls mostly below that of 
the gold standard on the BLEU and NIST metrics. Still, 26 out of 64 con-
figurations of my system had BLEU scores of 0.52 and higher, which is 
comparable to the 0.5285 score of the gold standard. The situation with 
the NIST metric is worse, with only 11 configurations reaching a score of 
7.0 and over compared to 7.0632 for the gold standard. Table 2 from Ap-
pendix B, however, shows a better picture with over a third of the automatic 
configurations outperforming the gold standard on the METEOR metric. 
Also, all configurations of my system produce significantly higher coverage 
than the gold standard, which should result in more fluent translations.
I believe that the large difference in performance between the BLEU 
and NIST metrics on one side and the METEOR and coverage metrics on 
the other, is caused by the inherent differences in the operation of the dif-
ferent metrics. As I discussed earlier, both BLEU and NIST are designed 
predominantly to perform evaluation on the document level. Also, they per-
form best when multiple reference translations are available. In my evalua-
tion, however, the small size of the data sets forces me to evaluate on the 
sentence level, as the test sentences are taken at random from the whole 
data set. Evaluation on the document level would require the test set to con-
sist of consecutive sentences from a consistent document. The nature of the 
data sets also means that I only have one reference translation available to
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Figure 28: Comparison of  the average, minimal and maximal scores 
achieved for English–to–French translation using various versions
of  the HomeCentre parallel treebank
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work with. I believe that the METEOR metric better represents the actual 
quality of my system, as it is better suited for operation in such conditions. 
Finally, the coverage metric does not directly evaluate translation quality. 
Rather, it is designed specifically to assess the ability of the DOT system to 
deal with the test data, given the training data it is presented.
Because of these differences in the metrics that I used, I can interpret 
the evaluation results to mean that the system proposed in this work is a vi-
able alternative to the manual generation of parallel treebanks, due to its 
similar performance to the gold standard on the BLEU and NIST metrics 
and better performance on the METEOR metric. This is a very important 
outcome — especially in view of the significantly improved coverage — 
given that I am reducing the time needed to prepare data sets that produce 
translations similar to the gold standard from months to minutes.
The more important comparison that can be taken from here, how-
ever, is that the majority of the configurations of my system outperform or 
perform on par with the CMU system. This is particularly true for the tree-
to-tree module, which is the one that directly corresponds to the operation of 
the CMU algorithms. This finding supports my prediction that the TnT al-
gorithm from CMU has some inherent flaws that should lead to worse 
overall performance, for example its over-reliance on the quality of the 
alignments produced by the word-alignment system used, cf. section 2.2.2. 
More supporting evidence is found in Figure 28, where the CMU_TnT data 
set leads to the lowest coverage overall; even lower than for the gold stan-
dard. It also produces the lowest METEOR score by a significant margin. 
The low coverage is easily explained by the relatively small number of lexi-
cal links produced by this algorithm (see Figure 27) and by the lack of one-
to-many links, with respect to the number of tokens covered by the aligned 
nodes, cf. section 4.1.1. These two factors together result in the lack of a 
sufficient number of fundamental building blocks needed by the DOT sys-
tem to generate proper translations.
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Another trend seen in Figure 28 is that the tree-to-tree configurations 
have a slight edge over the other modules with respect to BLEU and NIST 
scores. My interpretation of this fact is that it is beneficial to use parsed 
data as the basis for a parallel treebank, as it better encodes the syntactic 
structures that are specific to the language in question.
On the other hand, the data shows that the tree-to-tree configurations 
produce the worst coverage overall (although still significantly better than 
the gold standard with 2.72 percent points improvement on average), with 
the string-to-tree and tree-to-string modules fairing somewhat better (6.03 points 
improvement on average for the former and 3.63 points on average for the 
latter), and the string-to-string module consistently producing coverage in the 
region of 90%. I believe that this results from the automatically generated 
structures being more consistent and better suited for use with DOT over-
all, due to the larger number of alignments. The important point here is 
that even if the string-to-tree, tree-to-string and string-to-string modules achieve 
lower translation scores, they still represent a feasible way of generating 
parallel treebanks for situations where few resources are available for one or 
both languages in question.
Now I can turn to the comparative performance of the different 
configurations of the alignment algorithm using Tables 1 – 4 from Ap-
pendix B and Figures 29 – 35. On the Y axis of these figures, I mark the 
difference in the scores achieved using configurations of my system that dif-
fer only in the feature that is being investigated. On the X axis, I mark the 
different operation modules of the system, with respect to the type of input 
data. To mark the actual configurations being tested, I use the convention 
from Table 5 with a little modification. Namely, a ‘*’ is used as a substitute 
for the operation module and a ‘?’ substitutes the feature that is being ana-
lysed in the abbreviation code. In this way, the label *_21.?_gs in the first 
group of values on the top-left graph of Figure 29 marks the value corre-
sponding to the difference in BLEU score between the following two con-
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figurations: tree2tree_21_gs and tree2tree_21r_gs. Because the value is positive, 
we can conclude that the latter configuration performs better with respect 
to BLEU than the former, i.e. the inclusion of the rescore module has a posi-
tive impact in this case. A specific convention used only on Figure 29 is the 
use of a ‘.’ to signify a configuration where the span1 module is disabled. 
That is, *_21.?_gs corresponds to configurations selecting skip2 and score1, 
but not span1; *_211?_gs, on the other hand, corresponds to configurations 
employing span1 in addition to skip2 and score1.
Looking Figure 29, I first note the lack of a significant drop in per-
formance for the configurations using the rescore module that I had expected 
given the intrinsic evaluation against the full-search-based algorithm (cf. 
section 4.1.3). In some cases, I even see higher scores that the non-rescore 
counterparts. The explanation that can be given here follows the explana-
tion of the under-performance of the span1 configurations on the same test, 
namely that the full-search-based algorithm has no way of representing the 
interdependence of the produced alignments that is inherent to the rescore 
module. In this case, to optimise the selection process the rescore module uses 
the fact that the greedy-search-based selection module induces alignments 
in a specific order; for the full-search-based module no such order exists. 
Therefore, I could not assess the quality of the rescore module against the 
full-search algorithm, but it can be seen here that the ideas behind it are not 
without merit. Still, in its present form the use of this module leads to a 
significant drop-off in coverage which is probably one of the main rea-
sons for the low translation scores. Thus, the use of this module cannot 
currently be justified.
Looking at Figures 30 and 31, it can be seen that — with very few ex-
ceptions, notably for the string-to-string case — configurations employing the 
score1 scoring strategy lead to lower translation scores across all metrics com-
pared to their score2 counterparts. The trend is sustained for the HomeCentre
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Figure 29: Overview of  the impact of  the use of  rescore
in English–to–French translation using various versions
of  the HomeCentre parallel treebank
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Figure 30: Overview of  the impact of  the use of  score2 over score1
in English–to–French translation using various versions
of  the HomeCentre parallel treebank
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Figure 31: Overview of  the impact of  the use of  score2 over score1
in English–to–German translation using various versions
of  the EuroParl parallel treebank
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Figure 32: Overview of  the impact of  the use of  skip2 over skip1
in English–to–French translation using various versions
of  the HomeCentre parallel treebank
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Figure 33: Overview of  the impact of  the use of  skip2 over skip1
in English–to–German translation using various versions
of  the EuroParl parallel treebank
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Figure 34: Overview of  the impact of  the use of  span1
in English–to–French translation using various versions
of  the HomeCentre parallel treebank
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Figure 35: Overview of  the impact of  the use of  span1
in English–to–German translation using various versions
of  the EuroParl parallel treebank
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and is especially prominent for the EuroParl data set. This follows my find-
ings from the intrinsic evaluation in section 4.1 and reinforces my conclu-
sions that score2 is the better scoring strategy that should be employed for 
the generation of  parallel treebanks.
As detailed in section 4.1.3, I expected to see at least a slight advan-
tage for configurations using skip2 over their counterparts using skip1. How-
ever, the data on Figures 32 and 33 are inconclusive with a lot of variation, 
even when I only consider configurations with score2. The skip2 module 
seems to perform particularly poorly on the EuroParl data set, however the 
differences in the scores remain very narrow. Therefore, I can only recom-
mend the use of skip2 over skip1 on theoretical grounds and following the 
intrinsic evaluation.
For the span1 module, I see significantly better results for tree-to-tree 
operation for the HomeCentre data set on Figure 34. However, the results 
are mostly inconclusive for the other translation modules for HomeCentre 
and strongly negative for EuroParl, as seen on Figure 35. The trend for the 
tree-to-tree use of the span1 module follows my findings from the intrinsic 
evaluation against the gold standard, so I have to look elsewhere for an ex-
planation of the discrepancy with the performance of the tree-to-string, string-
to-tree and string-to-string modules. A possible clue can be found in Tables 10 
and 11 in Appendix A. Here I see a general trend for configurations using 
span1 to produce a higher percentage of non-lexical links on average. Al-
though this trend can also be found for the tree-to-tree module, I believe that 
there it brings the non-lexical/lexical links distribution closer to the ideal for 
the data set, whereas when operating in any of the other translation mod-
ules the alignments are produced with an unnecessarily strong bias towards 
non-lexical links. In my opinion, this is due to the fact that the tree-to-string, 
string-to-tree and especially the string-to-string modules do not in advance have 
the structure that is necessary to guide the operation of the span1 module. 
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Therefore, I can conclude that the span1 module should only be used when 
operating in tree-to-tree mode, where it is in general beneficial to the quality of 
the resulting parallel treebank and that its use should be avoided in all other 
cases, as they do not provide the input necessary for its proper operation.
To conclude, most of my expectations for the performance of the 
automatic sub-tree aligners were met, and for the ones that were not I 
found explanations in the data that I have at my disposal. Most importantly, 
I saw that my system performs similarly or better than the hand-crafted 
gold standard on several metrics, with significantly better coverage, making 
it a real alternative to the manual generation of  parallel treebanks.
4.3. Conclusions
The results obtained from the intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations show 
that the methods described in this chapter produce high-quality parallel 
treebanks. Using the automatically generated treebanks, a DOT system 
produces results with similar translation quality and better coverage com-
pared to its performance using manually aligned data. This makes my 
methods a good alternative to the manual construction of parallel tree-
banks, especially considering that they require only a fraction of the effort 
and time that would otherwise be needed to manually prepare the same 
amount of  data.
Following my evaluation, I can recommend the use of the 221_gs 
configuration with the tree-to-tree module and the 22_gs configuration with 
the tree-to-string, string-to-tree and string-to-string modules. The use of the full-
search-based algorithm for real-life tasks is strongly discouraged due to its 
time requirements and due to the fact that comparable results can be 
achieved using the greedy-search-based selection. The skip2 module and the 
score2 scoring function are always preferable to skip1 and score1, while the 
span1 module is only useful for tree-to-tree operation. The use the rescore mod-
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ule is currently discouraged, although a new module designed along similar 
lines could be developed in the future that would lead to better results.
It was also seen that it is possible to generate high-quality parallel 
treebanks even when some or all the data cannot be parsed in advance. 
This should allow the application of rich syntactic models of translation 
even to under-resourced languages without adding a significant pre-
processing overhead.
Next, I will propose a few extensions to the system that might im-
prove its performance, as well as a few additional evaluation strategies that 
might be used to better understand and assess the performance of my 
sub-tree aligner.
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5. Further Avenues for
Development and Evaluation
In the previous chapter, I evaluated my system for the automatic gen-
eration of parallel treebanks and concluded that it is a viable and readily 
available alternative to the manual annotation of parallel treebanks, even 
for under-resourced languages.
Still, my system cannot be claimed to be perfect and here I look at 
several possible extensions and improvements that, while not necessary, may 
be developed in the future. I also propose some additional evaluation and 
analysis experiments that might help with the assessment of the qualities of 
the generated parallel treebanks.
5.1. Improvements to the algorithms
I start with a few suggestions about possible improvements to the un-
derlying algorithm of my system. As was discussed in section 3.1.2, there 
are cases in which my greedy-search-based algorithm cannot disambiguate 
all available alignment hypotheses and has to leave some unrealised. These 
unrealised hypotheses, however, are currently not available to the user of 
the system. One possible way of giving access to this information would be 
to output of all possible ambiguous link combinations, thus allowing the 
user to deal with the ambiguity within the application that uses the gener-
ated parallel treebanks. Another option would be to randomly select an 
alignment from each available tie and presenting an unambiguous sentence 
pair to the user. Such a process might not necessarily produce the best 
alignments, but it will increase the number of alignments per sentence pair, 
which could lead to better translation performance.
The system presented in this thesis is designed to use a probabilistic 
bilingual dictionary as its source for word-level translational equivalence 
data. So far I have suggested that an automatic word alignment tool like 
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GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003) be used to obtain these data and this is what 
I myself employed for the experiments presented in Chapter 4. However, 
such automatic tools do make errors and these errors can then affect the 
quality of the parallel treebanks generated using my system. One such very 
common error I have observed is the alignment of content words to punc-
tuation. For example, aligning door to ! can never be a proper alignment, but 
a word-alignment tool might produce a nonzero equivalence score for it. 
This issue can be mitigated, for example, by compiling two lists containing 
the appropriate punctuation for the languages that are being aligned and 
modifying the alignment algorithm so that it filters the available word-
alignment data according to these lists. Another option that does not re-
quire the modification of the software presented here is to pre-process the 
word-alignment data by filtering it according to the punctuation lists and 
redistributing the probability mass of  the excluded word alignments.
The system presented in this thesis was developed to operate specifi-
cally on phrase-structure trees. However, considerable amount of contem-
porary research in MT is moving towards the use of dependency structures 
instead, as they are considered to exhibit less variation across languages. 
Because of this, there has been interest in using the system I developed to 
generate parallel treebanks with dependency-structure analysis. Currently, 
this can be done by converting the dependency structures into phrase-
structure trees. A good example of  this is presented by Hearne et al. (2008).
Tree-Based Representation
Figure 36: An example of  dependency-based analysis of  a sentence
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However, the conversion method used by Hearne et al. does not al-
low the encoding of non-projective dependency structures. Also, such con-
verted structures do not necessarily contain the alignments that would be 
present between the original dependency structures. As was seen in Figure 2 
in the beginning of Chapter 2 (the tree-based representation from which is 
repeated in Figure 36 for convenience), the nodes of a dependency tree cor-
respond to tokens from the sentence that is being analysed. In the converted 
structure employed by Hearne et al. (2008), however, the non-terminal nodes 
from the tree in Figure 36 (namely is, concern , in and matter) occur both as 
non-terminal and as terminal nodes, as can be seen in Figure 37.
Figure 37: A phrase-structure-based conversion of  the dependency 
structure from Figure 36, adapted from (Hearne et al., 2008)
This means that my sub-tree aligner in its present form might pro-
duce alignments both for the non-terminal and terminal versions of these 
tokens. While such results might be regarded as beneficial for the extraction 
of phrase pairs — which is the main goal of Hearne et al. (2008) — the gen-
erated parallel treebank cannot be converted back to dependency structures 
without deciding how to deal with such multiple alignments. To mitigate 
problems like this, the sub-tree aligner should be able to operate directly on 
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dependency structures without any conversion. My system has a modular 
design, where there is a separate module responsible for the storage of 
phrase-based tree structures and for the retrieval of their properties. Be-
cause of this, a new module that operates on dependency structures can be 
developed that would replace the module operating on phrase-based trees. 
The rest of the implementation can be kept intact and would be able to 
perform alignment of dependency structures directly and so generate 
proper dependency-structure-based parallel treebanks.
5.2. Further Analysis and Evaluation
Now I will look at some further experiments that could help better 
understand the operation of  my sub-tree alignment system.
As mentioned in the previous section, currently I only employ word-
alignment data derived from GIZA++. These data, however, may be noisy 
and contain erroneous alignments. Because the quality of the parallel tree-
banks generated using my system depends directly on the quality of the 
available word-alignment data, it would be interesting to perform evalua-
tion experiments using other probabilistic bilingual dictionaries and check 
their impact on the performance of the generated parallel treebanks. These 
might either be derived using automatic word-alignment tools different 
from GIZA++, or could be specifically produced high-quality electronic bi-
lingual dictionaries.
Currently Inversion-Transduction Grammar (ITG – Wu, 2000) is a 
popular architecture for the extraction of word- and phrase-alignment data 
from parallel texts. As discussed in section 3.2, the string-to-string module of 
my system is closely related to ITG in its operation. Because of this, it 
would be interesting to explore their relation in greater detail. Most impor-
tant would be to investigate the level of isomorphism present in the struc-
tures generated by my string-to-string algorithm and relate that to the struc-
tures generated by ITG. If possible, this evaluation should be performed on 
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a data set for which an ITG parse can be generated. This experiment 
should also include an analysis of the properties of the different structures, 
like depth of  the generated trees, average number of  nodes, etc.
Another possible evaluation would be to estimate the extent to which 
the parallel treebanks generated using my system properly encode the trans-
lational equivalencies between languages, especially for the string-to-tree, tree-
to-string and string-to-string modules, where the aligner itself generates struc-
ture. This evaluation can be performed using analysis following (Hearne et 
al., 2007), that is investigating the ability of the sub-tree aligner to handle 
hard cases of translational divergence like head switching, nominalisation, 
relation changing, etc. The evaluation should, however, also include an 
analysis of the impact of parser quality on the quality of the generated 
parallel treebanks.
In section 4.1.2 was observed that, while there is a significant overlap, 
my system and the TnT module by Ambati and Lavie (2008) produce differ-
ing sets of alignments. It would be useful to investigate this in greater detail, 
especially on larger data sets. Such an analysis might suggest possible ways of 
combining the alignments produced by the two systems in order to achieve 
better performance at syntax- and phrase-based machine translation tasks.
Finally, in section 4.1.3 was seen that the full-search-based algorithm 
cannot be used to properly benchmark the quality of the span1 module. 
Therefore, I want to suggest that functionality equivalent to the operation 
of the span1 module be implemented for the full-search-based selection al-
gorithm. However, this is not a crucial development, as evaluation using the 
full-search algorithm is only possible for small data sets and with limited 
sentence length. The implementation of this functionality will simply com-
plete the benchmark tools that were used in this thesis.
The improvements suggested in section 5.2 can make the system pre-
sented in this thesis an even better and more useful tool to the MT commu-
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nity. Given that the system was released as an open-source project at the 
Open-source Convention at the Third MT Marathon in Prague, the Czech 
Republic (Zhechev, 2009), I believe that these improvements — as well as 
many more that I have not thought about — will be contributed by the 
wider computational linguistics community.
The implementation of the experiments suggested in this section, on 
the other hand, will allow for the assessment of the qualities of the system 
presented here from several new perspectives. This could convince a larger 
number of people of the usefulness of a tool like this and might help accel-
erate its adoption by MT researchers.
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6. Conclusion
In this work, I presented an open-source platform for the automatic 
generation of parallel treebanks from parallel corpora. I discussed algo-
rithms both for cases in which monolingual phrase-structure parsers exist 
for both languages and for cases in which such parsers are not available. 
Through both intrinsic and extrinsic evaluations I showed that the parallel 
treebanks created with the methods described in this work are of a high 
quality and can successfully be used as training data for data-oriented ma-
chine translation systems. The parallel treebanks can also be used for other 
statistical MT applications and for translation studies.
First in Chapter 2, I conducted a survey of existing methods for sub-
sentential alignment and hand-crafted parallel treebanks. The outcome of 
this survey is that among the existing parallel treebanks that can be used for 
MT tasks (!mejrek et al., 2004, Uchimoto et al., 2004, Samuelsson and 
Volk, 2006), none are of sufficient size for use in practice. Also, given the 
difficulty of the task of manually annotating parallel treebanks, I do not ex-
pect a significant increase in the size of the hand-crafted parallel treebanks 
in the foreseeable future.
Among the reviewed sub-tree alignment systems, none were designed 
purposefully for the generation of parallel treebanks. Still, a number of 
them can (to a certain extent) be converted for this task (Kaji et al., 1992, 
Eisner, 2003, Ambati and Lavie, 2008). However, the system of Eisner is 
computationally complex due to the use of the EM algorithm and the sys-
tems of Kaji et al. and Ambati and Lavie suffer from over-reliance on the 
correctness of the word-alignment data that they use to induce sub-
sentential alignments. This, combined with the scarcity of hand-crafted 
parallel treebanks, led to the conclusion that a new tool needs to be devel-
oped that would enable the generation of parallel treebanks that supersede 
any such existing hand-crafted treebanks both in terms of  size and quality.
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In Chapter 3, I described the underlying design of the system that I 
developed to tackle the problem stated above. I presented the different con-
figurations that the system can use (section 3.1), as well as the four main op-
eration modes: tree-to-tree, tree-to-string, string-to-tree and string-to-string (section 
3.2). Both a full-search-based algorithm and a fast, robust greedy-search-
based alternative for the determination of the best set of alignments per 
sentence pair were developed and are described in this chapter (section 3.1). 
Considering the time and space complexity of the algorithms, analysed in 
section 3.4, I regard the system presented in this work to be a useful tool 
able to generate parallel treebanks from very large parallel corpora. Al-
though my system can operate in completely unsupervised manner using 
only the output of open-source tools (eg. GIZA++ – Och and Ney, 2003), it 
can benefit greatly from the pre-processing of the data with monolingual 
parsers and/or POS taggers. Overall, the system I presented is theoretically 
sound and has good potential.
In Chapter 4, I performed extensive evaluation and analysis of the 
parallel treebanks produced using my system for two different data sets, the 
HomeCentre and an excerpt from EuroParl. The results that I obtained show 
that the automatically generated parallel treebanks are of a high quality 
and can be used effectively as training data for syntax-based MT systems. A 
data-oriented translation system (Hearne and Way, 2006) trained on these 
parallel treebanks achieves similar translation quality and significantly bet-
ter coverage compared to its performance using manually-aligned data.
Following my evaluation, I established that the skip2 module and the 
score2 scoring function are always preferable to skip1 and score1, while the 
span1 module is only useful for tree-to-tree operation and the usefulness of the 
rescore module has to be evaluated for the particular data set which is being 
aligned (see Chapter 3 for details on the algorithms used). I found that my 
methods are a good alternative to the manual construction of parallel tree-
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banks, especially considering that they require only a fraction of the time 
and effort that would otherwise be expended. The ability of my system to 
operate in an unsupervised manner from parallel corpora allows the appli-
cation of rich syntactic models of translation even to under-resourced lan-
guages. Therefore, I regard the platform presented in this thesis to be an 
effective tool for further research in the field of  syntax-augmented MT.
Finally, I suggested some possible improvements to the system in 
Chapter 5. I expect some or all of these additions to be contributed by the 
open-source computational linguistics community and to make the system 
an even better and more useful tool. I also discussed some additional 
evaluation and analysis experiments that can add several new perspectives 
to the assessment of the properties of the generated parallel treebanks. This 
could improve understanding of the methods that I employ and make my 
tool more attractive to the machine translation community.
My system has already been made publicly available and can be ac-
cessed at http://ventsislavzhechev.eu/Home/Software/Software.html
I hope that it will receive widespread adoption and that it will be a useful 
tool to many researchers.
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Appendix A Analysis Data Tables
In this appendix, you can find some tables containing raw data for 
the analysis of the properties of the various parallel treebanks discussed 
in this work.
System/
Configuration
Number of  POS tags per data set
HomeCentre EuroParl
English French English German
CMU_TnT 91 94
man_gold 91 94
str2str_* 53 55 140 99
str2tree_* 53 94 140 150
tree2str_* 91 55 195 99
tree2tree_* 91 94 195 150
Table 1: Number of  unique Part-of-Speech tags
for the HomeCentre and EuroParl data sets
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System/Configuration Tag pairs System/Configuration Tag pairs
CMU_TnT 352 man_gold 241
str2str_11_gs 379 tree2str_11_gs 426
str2str_11r_gs 361 tree2str_11r_gs 364
str2str_111_gs 375 tree2str_111_gs 412
str2str_111r_gs 352 tree2str_111r_gs 331
str2str_12_gs 324 tree2str_12_gs 400
str2str_12r_gs 326 tree2str_12r_gs 384
str2str_121_gs 333 tree2str_121_gs 400
str2str_121r_gs 325 tree2str_121r_gs 361
str2str_21_gs 379 tree2str_21_gs 418
str2str_21r_gs 362 tree2str_21r_gs 360
str2str_211_gs 374 tree2str_211_gs 407
str2str_211r_gs 350 tree2str_211r_gs 329
str2str_22_gs 324 tree2str_22_gs 398
str2str_22r_gs 325 tree2str_22r_gs 382
str2str_221_gs 333 tree2str_221_gs 397
str2str_221r_gs 322 tree2str_221r_gs 359
str2tree_11_gs 430 tree2tree_11_gs 569
str2tree_11r_gs 374 tree2tree_11r_gs 539
str2tree_111_gs 421 tree2tree_111_gs 584
str2tree_111r_gs 352 tree2tree_111r_gs 563
str2tree_12_gs 403 tree2tree_12_gs 587
str2tree_12r_gs 365 tree2tree_12r_gs 555
str2tree_121_gs 411 tree2tree_121_gs 592
str2tree_121r_gs 356 tree2tree_121r_gs 562
str2tree_21_gs 421 tree2tree_21_gs 549
str2tree_21r_gs 368 tree2tree_21r_gs 529
str2tree_211_gs 414 tree2tree_211_gs 574
str2tree_211r_gs 343 tree2tree_211r_gs 560
str2tree_22_gs 398 tree2tree_22_gs 582
str2tree_22r_gs 361 tree2tree_22r_gs 556
str2tree_221_gs 408 tree2tree_221_gs 585
str2tree_221r_gs 354 tree2tree_221r_gs 560
Table 2: Number of  unique source % target pairs of  linked
Part-of-Speech tags in the HomeCentre data set
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System/Configuration tag pairs System/Configuration tag pairs
str2str_11_gs 2138 tree2str_11_gs 1719
str2str_111_gs 2123 tree2str_111_gs 1325
str2str_12_gs 1838 tree2str_12_gs 2121
str2str_121_gs 1937 tree2str_121_gs 2103
str2str_21_gs 2132 tree2str_21_gs 1700
str2str_211_gs 2122 tree2str_211_gs 1307
str2str_22_gs 1838 tree2str_22_gs 2087
str2str_221_gs 1939 tree2str_221_gs 2081
str2tree_11_gs 1975 tree2tree_11_gs 2717
str2tree_111_gs 1761 tree2tree_111_gs 2698
str2tree_12_gs 2127 tree2tree_12_gs 2711
str2tree_121_gs 2009 tree2tree_121_gs 2741
str2tree_21_gs 1955 tree2tree_21_gs 2673
str2tree_211_gs 1758 tree2tree_211_gs 2637
str2tree_22_gs 2076 tree2tree_22_gs 2663
str2tree_221_gs 1983 tree2tree_221_gs 2692
Table 3: Number of  unique source % target pairs of  linked
Part-of-Speech tags in the EuroParl data set
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System/
Configuration
% linked
source nodes
% linked
target nodes
System/
Configuration
% linked
source nodes
% linked
target nodes
CMU_TnT 60.22% 53.96% man_gold 62.14% 55.44%
str2str_11_gs 90.35% 81.51% tree2str_11_gs 81.09% 79.57%
str2str_11r_gs 88.87% 80.12% tree2str_11r_gs 71.80% 71.41%
str2str_111_gs 90.87% 82.37% tree2str_111_gs 84.35% 80.22%
str2str_111r_gs 87.00% 78.44% tree2str_111r_gs 73.25% 70.42%
str2str_12_gs 86.81% 78.05% tree2str_12_gs 81.03% 76.29%
str2str_12r_gs 86.03% 77.10% tree2str_12r_gs 72.87% 70.00%
str2str_121_gs 88.57% 79.66% tree2str_121_gs 82.73% 77.40%
str2str_121r_gs 84.05% 75.18% tree2str_121r_gs 74.87% 70.84%
str2str_21_gs 90.16% 81.38% tree2str_21_gs 81.08% 79.20%
str2str_21r_gs 88.53% 79.72% tree2str_21r_gs 71.66% 71.22%
str2str_211_gs 90.79% 82.28% tree2str_211_gs 84.11% 79.95%
str2str_211r_gs 86.52% 77.99% tree2str_211r_gs 73.19% 70.33%
str2str_22_gs 86.75% 77.96% tree2str_22_gs 80.96% 76.17%
str2str_22r_gs 85.96% 77.05% tree2str_22r_gs 72.81% 69.89%
str2str_221_gs 88.50% 79.57% tree2str_221_gs 82.63% 77.27%
str2str_221r_gs 83.77% 74.94% tree2str_221r_gs 74.73% 70.69%
str2tree_11_gs 89.26% 71.38% tree2tree_11_gs 77.88% 68.23%
str2tree_11r_gs 80.05% 62.83% tree2tree_11r_gs 75.75% 66.48%
str2tree_111_gs 89.22% 73.86% tree2tree_111_gs 80.31% 70.26%
str2tree_111r_gs 78.80% 63.97% tree2tree_111r_gs 77.81% 68.22%
str2tree_12_gs 85.11% 70.60% tree2tree_12_gs 78.03% 68.27%
str2tree_12r_gs 77.69% 62.88% tree2tree_12r_gs 75.68% 66.32%
str2tree_121_gs 86.65% 72.46% tree2tree_121_gs 79.18% 69.31%
str2tree_121r_gs 78.91% 64.93% tree2tree_121r_gs 76.97% 67.51%
str2tree_21_gs 88.89% 71.34% tree2tree_21_gs 77.55% 67.89%
str2tree_21r_gs 79.90% 62.81% tree2tree_21r_gs 75.52% 66.26%
str2tree_211_gs 89.01% 73.73% tree2tree_211_gs 79.99% 69.96%
str2tree_211r_gs 78.56% 63.79% tree2tree_211r_gs 77.66% 68.09%
str2tree_22_gs 84.88% 70.45% tree2tree_22_gs 77.78% 68.04%
str2tree_22r_gs 77.45% 62.68% tree2tree_22r_gs 75.51% 66.16%
str2tree_221_gs 86.49% 72.36% tree2tree_221_gs 78.96% 69.11%
str2tree_221r_gs 78.72% 64.77% tree2tree_221r_gs 76.78% 67.34%
Table 4: Average percentage of  linked nodes
in source and target trees in the HomeCentre data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 4
System/
Configuration
% linked
source nodes
% linked
target nodes
System/
Configuration
% linked
source nodes
% linked
target nodes
str2str_11_gs 83.66% 88.88% tree2str_11_gs 29.01% 42.21%
str2str_111_gs 84.35% 88.77% tree2str_111_gs 21.18% 30.73%
str2str_12_gs 77.24% 81.80% tree2str_12_gs 55.17% 67.90%
str2str_121_gs 79.89% 84.39% tree2str_121_gs 53.77% 64.00%
str2str_21_gs 83.74% 88.91% tree2str_21_gs 28.77% 41.72%
str2str_211_gs 84.33% 88.74% tree2str_211_gs 21.11% 30.62%
str2str_22_gs 77.25% 81.82% tree2str_22_gs 54.78% 67.32%
str2str_221_gs 79.90% 84.40% tree2str_221_gs 53.50% 63.67%
str2tree_11_gs 53.06% 48.54% tree2tree_11_gs 59.98% 71.26%
str2tree_111_gs 48.91% 47.37% tree2tree_111_gs 63.05% 74.99%
str2tree_12_gs 57.94% 55.58% tree2tree_12_gs 58.51% 69.54%
str2tree_121_gs 54.74% 54.70% tree2tree_121_gs 60.73% 72.23%
str2tree_21_gs 52.59% 48.24% tree2tree_21_gs 58.41% 69.36%
str2tree_211_gs 48.74% 47.18% tree2tree_211_gs 62.04% 73.76%
str2tree_22_gs 57.12% 54.85% tree2tree_22_gs 57.47% 68.25%
str2tree_221_gs 54.28% 54.24% tree2tree_221_gs 59.85% 71.14%
Table 5: Average percentage of  linked nodes
in source and target trees in the EuroParl data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 5
English side of  the treebank French side of  the treebank
System/Configuration # of  nodes System/Configuration # of  nodes
CMU_TnT 15.33 CMU_TnT 17.52
man_gold 15.33 man_gold 17.52
str2str_11_gs 14.72 str2str_11_gs 16.25
str2str_11r_gs 14.54 str2str_11r_gs 16.09
str2str_111_gs 15.33 str2str_111_gs 16.82
str2str_111r_gs 15.12 str2str_111r_gs 16.70
str2str_12_gs 15.18 str2str_12_gs 16.83
str2str_12r_gs 15.07 str2str_12r_gs 16.82
str2str_121_gs 15.28 str2str_121_gs 16.93
str2str_121r_gs 15.12 str2str_121r_gs 16.85
str2str_21_gs 14.80 str2str_21_gs 16.34
str2str_21r_gs 14.52 str2str_21r_gs 16.08
str2str_211_gs 15.31 str2str_211_gs 16.81
str2str_211r_gs 15.10 str2str_211r_gs 16.68
str2str_22_gs 15.18 str2str_22_gs 16.84
str2str_22r_gs 15.08 str2str_22r_gs 16.82
str2str_221_gs 15.28 str2str_221_gs 16.93
str2str_221r_gs 15.13 str2str_221r_gs 16.86
str2tree_11_gs 12.77 str2tree_*_gs 17.52
str2tree_11r_gs 12.20 tree2str_11_gs 14.23
str2tree_111_gs 13.65 tree2str_11r_gs 13.73
str2tree_111r_gs 12.92 tree2str_111_gs 15.11
str2tree_12_gs 13.62 tree2str_111r_gs 14.51
str2tree_12r_gs 12.96 tree2str_12_gs 15.32
str2tree_121_gs 13.80 tree2str_12r_gs 14.69
str2tree_121r_gs 13.27 tree2str_121_gs 15.45
str2tree_21_gs 12.85 tree2str_121r_gs 14.99
str2tree_21r_gs 12.24 tree2str_21_gs 14.32
str2tree_211_gs 13.65 tree2str_21r_gs 13.75
str2tree_211r_gs 12.91 tree2str_211_gs 15.10
str2tree_22_gs 13.61 tree2str_211r_gs 14.51
str2tree_22r_gs 12.95 tree2str_22_gs 15.33
str2tree_221_gs 13.80 tree2str_22r_gs 14.69
str2tree_221r_gs 13.27 tree2str_221_gs 15.45
tree2str_*_gs 15.33 tree2str_221r_gs 14.98
tree2tree_*_gs 15.33 tree2tree_*_gs 17.52
Table 6: Average number of  nodes in source and target trees
in the HomeCentre data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 6
English side of  the treebank German side of  the treebank
System/Configuration # of  nodes System/Configuration # of  nodes
str2str_11_gs 29.35 str2str_11_gs 27.60
str2str_111_gs 31.46 str2str_111_gs 29.91
str2str_12_gs 30.92 str2str_12_gs 29.23
str2str_121_gs 31.42 str2str_121_gs 29.78
str2str_21_gs 29.48 str2str_21_gs 27.74
str2str_211_gs 31.45 str2str_211_gs 29.90
str2str_22_gs 30.92 str2str_22_gs 29.23
str2str_221_gs 31.42 str2str_221_gs 29.77
str2tree_11_gs 22.13 str2tree_*_gs 24.86
str2tree_111_gs 23.24 tree2str_11_gs 19.24
str2tree_12_gs 23.65 tree2str_111_gs 19.26
str2tree_121_gs 24.41 tree2str_12_gs 24.00
str2tree_21_gs 22.17 tree2str_121_gs 24.69
str2tree_211_gs 23.22 tree2str_21_gs 19.28
str2tree_22_gs 23.65 tree2str_211_gs 19.25
str2tree_221_gs 24.39 tree2str_22_gs 24.01
tree2str_*_gs 30.03 tree2str_221_gs 24.68
tree2tree_*_gs 30.03 tree2tree_*_gs 24.86
Table 7: Average number of  nodes in source and target
trees in the EuroParl data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 7
System/Configuration # of  links System/Configuration # of  links
CMU_TnT 7.83 man_gold 8.28
str2str_11_gs 12.99 tree2str_11_gs 10.87
str2str_11r_gs 12.59 tree2str_11r_gs 9.03
str2str_111_gs 13.51 tree2str_111_gs 11.69
str2str_111r_gs 12.60 tree2str_111r_gs 9.31
str2str_12_gs 12.67 tree2str_12_gs 11.11
str2str_12r_gs 12.45 tree2str_12r_gs 9.44
str2str_121_gs 12.94 tree2str_121_gs 11.37
str2str_121r_gs 11.93 tree2str_121r_gs 9.74
str2str_21_gs 13.06 tree2str_21_gs 10.85
str2str_21r_gs 12.53 tree2str_21r_gs 9.01
str2str_211_gs 13.49 tree2str_211_gs 11.63
str2str_211r_gs 12.53 tree2str_211r_gs 9.30
str2str_22_gs 12.65 tree2str_22_gs 11.10
str2str_22r_gs 12.44 tree2str_22r_gs 9.42
str2str_221_gs 12.93 tree2str_221_gs 11.35
str2str_221r_gs 11.88 tree2str_221r_gs 9.71
str2tree_11_gs 10.97 tree2tree_11_gs 10.30
str2tree_11r_gs 8.99 tree2tree_11r_gs 9.93
str2tree_111_gs 11.74 tree2tree_111_gs 10.93
str2tree_111r_gs 9.26 tree2tree_111r_gs 10.40
str2tree_12_gs 11.03 tree2tree_12_gs 10.50
str2tree_12r_gs 9.22 tree2tree_12r_gs 10.03
str2tree_121_gs 11.38 tree2tree_121_gs 10.67
str2tree_121r_gs 9.59 tree2tree_121r_gs 10.22
str2tree_21_gs 10.99 tree2tree_21_gs 10.20
str2tree_21r_gs 9.00 tree2tree_21r_gs 9.87
str2tree_211_gs 11.71 tree2tree_211_gs 10.84
str2tree_211r_gs 9.21 tree2tree_211r_gs 10.37
str2tree_22_gs 10.99 tree2tree_22_gs 10.45
str2tree_22r_gs 9.18 tree2tree_22r_gs 9.99
str2tree_221_gs 11.36 tree2tree_221_gs 10.62
str2tree_221r_gs 9.53 tree2tree_221r_gs 10.17
Table 8: Average number of  sub-sentential links
per sentence pair in the HomeCentre data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 8
System/Configuration # of  links System/Configuration # of  links
str2str_11_gs 24.43 tree2str_11_gs 8.15
str2str_111_gs 26.41 tree2str_111_gs 5.69
str2str_12_gs 23.72 tree2str_12_gs 16.21
str2str_121_gs 24.87 tree2str_121_gs 16.37
str2str_21_gs 24.56 tree2str_21_gs 8.07
str2str_211_gs 26.40 tree2str_211_gs 5.66
str2str_22_gs 23.73 tree2str_22_gs 16.07
str2str_221_gs 24.87 tree2str_221_gs 16.27
str2tree_11_gs 11.25 tree2tree_11_gs 17.30
str2tree_111_gs 10.85 tree2tree_111_gs 18.28
str2tree_12_gs 13.20 tree2tree_12_gs 16.81
str2tree_121_gs 13.03 tree2tree_121_gs 17.48
str2tree_21_gs 11.16 tree2tree_21_gs 16.71
str2tree_211_gs 10.79 tree2tree_211_gs 17.91
str2tree_22_gs 12.98 tree2tree_22_gs 16.43
str2tree_221_gs 12.88 tree2tree_221_gs 17.15
Table 9: Average number of  sub-sentential links
per sentence pair in the EuroParl data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 9
System/
Configuration
% non- 
lexical links
% lexical 
links
System/
Configuration
% non- 
lexical links
% lexical 
links
CMU_TnT 40.13% 59.87% man_gold 48.21% 51.79%
str2str_11_gs 38.33% 61.67% tree2str_11_gs 31.11% 68.89%
str2str_11r_gs 38.19% 61.81% tree2str_11r_gs 31.57% 68.43%
str2str_111_gs 40.36% 59.64% tree2str_111_gs 34.87% 65.13%
str2str_111r_gs 42.26% 57.74% tree2str_111r_gs 37.14% 62.86%
str2str_12_gs 40.33% 59.67% tree2str_12_gs 34.25% 65.75%
str2str_12r_gs 40.43% 59.57% tree2str_12r_gs 30.41% 69.59%
str2str_121_gs 40.66% 59.34% tree2str_121_gs 35.34% 64.66%
str2str_121r_gs 44.06% 55.94% tree2str_121r_gs 35.81% 64.19%
str2str_21_gs 38.69% 61.31% tree2str_21_gs 31.71% 68.29%
str2str_21r_gs 38.31% 61.69% tree2str_21r_gs 31.81% 68.19%
str2str_211_gs 40.33% 59.67% tree2str_211_gs 34.99% 65.01%
str2str_211r_gs 42.54% 57.46% tree2str_211r_gs 37.24% 62.76%
str2str_22_gs 40.40% 59.60% tree2str_22_gs 34.36% 65.64%
str2str_22r_gs 40.47% 59.53% tree2str_22r_gs 30.51% 69.49%
str2str_221_gs 40.69% 59.31% tree2str_221_gs 35.42% 64.58%
str2str_221r_gs 44.33% 55.67% tree2str_221r_gs 35.96% 64.04%
str2tree_11_gs 31.59% 68.41% tree2tree_11_gs 29.06% 70.94%
str2tree_11r_gs 31.50% 68.50% tree2tree_11r_gs 28.71% 71.29%
str2tree_111_gs 35.23% 64.77% tree2tree_111_gs 32.21% 67.79%
str2tree_111r_gs 37.24% 62.76% tree2tree_111r_gs 32.45% 67.55%
str2tree_12_gs 34.45% 65.55% tree2tree_12_gs 31.54% 68.46%
str2tree_12r_gs 31.29% 68.71% tree2tree_12r_gs 31.84% 68.16%
str2tree_121_gs 35.74% 64.26% tree2tree_121_gs 32.68% 67.32%
str2tree_121r_gs 36.73% 63.27% tree2tree_121r_gs 33.10% 66.90%
str2tree_21_gs 32.20% 67.80% tree2tree_21_gs 29.66% 70.34%
str2tree_21r_gs 31.94% 68.06% tree2tree_21r_gs 28.95% 71.05%
str2tree_211_gs 35.33% 64.67% tree2tree_211_gs 32.34% 67.66%
str2tree_211r_gs 37.44% 62.56% tree2tree_211r_gs 32.49% 67.51%
str2tree_22_gs 34.58% 65.42% tree2tree_22_gs 31.70% 68.30%
str2tree_22r_gs 31.34% 68.66% tree2tree_22r_gs 31.95% 68.05%
str2tree_221_gs 35.83% 64.17% tree2tree_221_gs 32.80% 67.20%
str2tree_221r_gs 36.85% 63.15% tree2tree_221r_gs 33.22% 66.78%
Table 10: Average distribution of  the non-lexical and lexical links
per sentence pair in the HomeCentre data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 10
System/
Configuration
% non- lexi-
cal links
% lexical 
links
System/
Configuration
% non- lexi-
cal links
% lexical 
links
str2str_11_gs 41.96% 58.04% tree2str_11_gs 28.50% 71.50%
str2str_111_gs 47.92% 52.08% tree2str_111_gs 37.34% 62.66%
str2str_12_gs 47.17% 52.83% tree2str_12_gs 28.64% 71.36%
str2str_121_gs 48.14% 51.86% tree2str_121_gs 36.93% 63.07%
str2str_21_gs 42.33% 57.67% tree2str_21_gs 29.10% 70.90%
str2str_211_gs 47.93% 52.07% tree2str_211_gs 37.63% 62.37%
str2str_22_gs 47.18% 52.82% tree2str_22_gs 28.91% 71.09%
str2str_221_gs 48.15% 51.85% tree2str_221_gs 37.13% 62.87%
str2tree_11_gs 30.54% 69.46% tree2tree_11_gs 14.41% 85.59%
str2tree_111_gs 42.95% 57.05% tree2tree_111_gs 24.16% 75.84%
str2tree_12_gs 23.64% 76.36% tree2tree_12_gs 19.58% 80.42%
str2tree_121_gs 37.99% 62.01% tree2tree_121_gs 25.03% 74.97%
str2tree_21_gs 31.28% 68.72% tree2tree_21_gs 15.22% 84.78%
str2tree_211_gs 43.17% 56.83% tree2tree_211_gs 24.50% 75.50%
str2tree_22_gs 24.02% 75.98% tree2tree_22_gs 19.99% 80.01%
str2tree_221_gs 38.30% 61.70% tree2tree_221_gs 25.39% 74.61%
Table 11: Average distribution of  the non-lexical and lexical links
per sentence pair in the EuroParl data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 11
System/
Configuration # of  links
# of
sentences
System/
Configuration # of  links
# of
sentences
str2str_11_gs 4.79 80 tree2str_11_gs 5.88 84
str2str_11r_gs 5.51 65 tree2str_11r_gs 5.64 56
str2str_111_gs 4.23 77 tree2str_111_gs 5.18 55
str2str_111r_gs 10.99 70 tree2str_111r_gs 4.09 35
str2str_12_gs 4.52 117 tree2str_12_gs 5.28 69
str2str_12r_gs 4.44 124 tree2str_12r_gs 6.74 61
str2str_121_gs 4.24 121 tree2str_121_gs 4.46 67
str2str_121r_gs 9.59 133 tree2str_121r_gs 4.25 48
str2str_21_gs 6.52 89 tree2str_21_gs 8.72 119
str2str_21r_gs 7.46 83 tree2str_21r_gs 5.45 85
str2str_211_gs 5.80 91 tree2str_211_gs 10.85 79
str2str_211r_gs 13.12 83 tree2str_211r_gs 11.90 49
str2str_22_gs 4.70 123 tree2str_22_gs 6.17 78
str2str_22r_gs 5.17 131 tree2str_22r_gs 6.57 74
str2str_221_gs 4.39 125 tree2str_221_gs 5.51 77
str2str_221r_gs 10.38 139 tree2str_221r_gs 4.62 61
str2tree_11_gs 5.53 64 tree2tree_11_gs 6.62 94
str2tree_11r_gs 4.98 54 tree2tree_11r_gs 6.63 88
str2tree_111_gs 4.31 45 tree2tree_111_gs 5.37 79
str2tree_111r_gs 4.26 35 tree2tree_111r_gs 5.74 68
str2tree_12_gs 4.39 61 tree2tree_12_gs 6.93 98
str2tree_12r_gs 6.70 56 tree2tree_12r_gs 7.60 101
str2tree_121_gs 5.04 55 tree2tree_121_gs 6.77 98
str2tree_121r_gs 4.81 48 tree2tree_121r_gs 6.91 93
str2tree_21_gs 6.14 106 tree2tree_21_gs 8.14 155
str2tree_21r_gs 5.66 79 tree2tree_21r_gs 7.34 123
str2tree_211_gs 5.24 66 tree2tree_211_gs 6.19 113
str2tree_211r_gs 5.66 53 tree2tree_211r_gs 5.60 90
str2tree_22_gs 5.73 78 tree2tree_22_gs 7.21 124
str2tree_22r_gs 7.26 73 tree2tree_22r_gs 7.58 120
str2tree_221_gs 5.43 70 tree2tree_221_gs 7.07 121
str2tree_221r_gs 8.09 56 tree2tree_221r_gs 7.48 111
Table 12: Average number of  undecided links per sentence pair and
total number of  sentences with undecided links per configuration
for the HomeCentre data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 12
System/
Configuration # of  links
# of
sentences
System/
Configuration # of  links
# of
sentences
str2str_11_gs 4.49 379 tree2str_11_gs 5.84 256
str2str_111_gs 4.50 454 tree2str_111_gs 3.57 49
str2str_12_gs 5.30 1220 tree2str_12_gs 6.31 810
str2str_121_gs 5.07 1275 tree2str_121_gs 5.17 606
str2str_21_gs 5.79 514 tree2str_21_gs 11.54 1015
str2str_211_gs 6.20 530 tree2str_211_gs 16.72 290
str2str_22_gs 6.84 1207 tree2str_22_gs 8.53 1782
str2str_221_gs 6.81 1247 tree2str_221_gs 7.39 1261
str2tree_11_gs 6.48 227 tree2tree_11_gs 5.68 1166
str2tree_111_gs 4.90 62 tree2tree_111_gs 5.33 907
str2tree_12_gs 8.38 958 tree2tree_12_gs 10.04 2882
str2tree_121_gs 7.95 489 tree2tree_121_gs 8.96 2411
str2tree_21_gs 13.95 1223 tree2tree_21_gs 10.69 3900
str2tree_211_gs 16.07 522 tree2tree_211_gs 8.45 2758
str2tree_22_gs 10.97 2323 tree2tree_22_gs 13.09 4242
str2tree_221_gs 10.72 1453 tree2tree_221_gs 11.34 3723
Table 13: Average number of  undecided links per sentence pair and
total number of  sentences with undecided links per configuration
for the EuroParl data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 13
System/Configuration # of  reductions System/Configuration # of  reductions
str2str_11_gs 13.17 tree2str_11_gs 11.31
str2str_11r_gs 14.08 tree2str_11r_gs 10.68
str2str_111_gs 14.72 tree2str_111_gs 13.06
str2str_111r_gs 14.21 tree2str_111r_gs 11.13
str2str_12_gs 13.62 tree2str_12_gs 12.12
str2str_12r_gs 13.68 tree2str_12r_gs 11.03
str2str_121_gs 14.11 tree2str_121_gs 12.77
str2str_121r_gs 13.18 tree2str_121r_gs 11.27
str2str_21_gs 13.23 tree2str_21_gs 11.29
str2str_21r_gs 12.27 tree2str_21r_gs 9.52
str2str_211_gs 14.69 tree2str_211_gs 12.99
str2str_211r_gs 12.76 tree2str_211r_gs 10.38
str2str_22_gs 13.60 tree2str_22_gs 12.10
str2str_22r_gs 12.32 tree2str_22r_gs 10.16
str2str_221_gs 14.09 tree2str_221_gs 12.74
str2str_221r_gs 11.99 tree2str_221r_gs 10.48
str2tree_11_gs 11.44 tree2tree_11_gs 10.87
str2tree_11r_gs 10.72 tree2tree_11r_gs 11.57
str2tree_111_gs 13.15 tree2tree_111_gs 12.39
str2tree_111r_gs 11.11 tree2tree_111r_gs 12.20
str2tree_12_gs 12.09 tree2tree_12_gs 11.57
str2tree_12r_gs 10.87 tree2tree_12r_gs 11.62
str2tree_121_gs 12.82 tree2tree_121_gs 12.11
str2tree_121r_gs 11.09 tree2tree_121r_gs 11.68
str2tree_21_gs 11.46 tree2tree_21_gs 10.78
str2tree_21r_gs 9.59 tree2tree_21r_gs 10.30
str2tree_211_gs 13.11 tree2tree_211_gs 12.30
str2tree_211r_gs 10.33 tree2tree_211r_gs 11.36
str2tree_22_gs 12.05 tree2tree_22_gs 11.51
str2tree_22r_gs 9.96 tree2tree_22r_gs 10.55
str2tree_221_gs 12.80 tree2tree_221_gs 12.06
str2tree_221r_gs 10.33 tree2tree_221r_gs 10.85
Table 14: Average number of  search space reduction stages per pair
for the HomeCentre data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 14
System/Configuration # of  reductions System/Configuration # of  reductions
str2str_11_gs 25.47 tree2str_11_gs 10.05
str2str_111_gs 28.12 tree2str_111_gs 7.68
str2str_12_gs 24.88 tree2str_12_gs 18.07
str2str_121_gs 26.20 tree2str_121_gs 18.25
str2str_21_gs 25.60 tree2str_21_gs 9.97
str2str_211_gs 28.11 tree2str_211_gs 7.65
str2str_22_gs 24.89 tree2str_22_gs 17.93
str2str_221_gs 26.20 tree2str_221_gs 18.15
str2tree_11_gs 12.67 tree2tree_11_gs 19.08
str2tree_111_gs 12.83 tree2tree_111_gs 20.20
str2tree_12_gs 14.95 tree2tree_12_gs 18.59
str2tree_121_gs 14.95 tree2tree_121_gs 19.26
str2tree_21_gs 12.58 tree2tree_21_gs 18.49
str2tree_211_gs 12.77 tree2tree_211_gs 19.83
str2tree_22_gs 14.73 tree2tree_22_gs 18.21
str2tree_221_gs 14.81 tree2tree_221_gs 18.94
Table 15: Average number of  search space reduction stages per pair
for the EuroParl data set
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix A: Analysis Data
" 15
Appendix B Evaluation Data Tables
In this appendix, you can find some tables containing raw data 
from the extrinsic evaluation of the various parallel treebanks discussed 
in this work.
Ventsislav Zhechev! ! Appendix B: Evaluation Data
" 1
System/
Configuration BLEU NIST
System/
Configuration BLEU NIST
CMU_TnT 0.5078 6.7739 man_gold 0.5285 7.0632
str2str_11_gs 0.5076 6.8919 tree2str_11_gs 0.5038 6.9178
str2str_11r_gs 0.4926 6.8582 tree2str_11r_gs 0.4960 6.7801
str2str_111_gs 0.5055 6.8226 tree2str_111_gs 0.5268 6.9533
str2str_111r_gs 0.5152 7.0346 tree2str_111r_gs 0.5023 6.8563
str2str_12_gs 0.5123 6.8741 tree2str_12_gs 0.5240 7.0161
str2str_12r_gs 0.5200 6.9120 tree2str_12r_gs 0.5155 6.9329
str2str_121_gs 0.5149 6.8887 tree2str_121_gs 0.5251 6.9665
str2str_121r_gs 0.5144 6.8612 tree2str_121r_gs 0.5200 6.9201
str2str_21_gs 0.5122 6.9484 tree2str_21_gs 0.5211 7.0244
str2str_21r_gs 0.4942 6.8522 tree2str_21r_gs 0.4896 6.7306
str2str_211_gs 0.5012 6.8185 tree2str_211_gs 0.5304 6.9737
str2str_211r_gs 0.5152 7.0359 tree2str_211r_gs 0.5028 6.8583
str2str_22_gs 0.5092 6.8398 tree2str_22_gs 0.5261 7.0278
str2str_22r_gs 0.5192 6.8971 tree2str_22r_gs 0.5125 6.9095
str2str_221_gs 0.5113 6.8595 tree2str_221_gs 0.5263 6.9747
str2str_221r_gs 0.5130 6.8177 tree2str_221r_gs 0.5224 6.9502
str2tree_11_gs 0.5154 6.9888 tree2tree_11_gs 0.5075 6.9228
str2tree_11r_gs 0.4771 6.6619 tree2tree_11r_gs 0.5052 6.8416
str2tree_111_gs 0.5278 6.9721 tree2tree_111_gs 0.5267 7.0041
str2tree_111r_gs 0.4948 6.7657 tree2tree_111r_gs 0.5232 6.9080
str2tree_12_gs 0.5252 7.0098 tree2tree_12_gs 0.5257 6.9704
str2tree_12r_gs 0.5044 6.9029 tree2tree_12r_gs 0.5186 6.9844
str2tree_121_gs 0.5326 7.0641 tree2tree_121_gs 0.5340 6.9675
str2tree_121r_gs 0.5201 6.9560 tree2tree_121r_gs 0.5271 7.0476
str2tree_21_gs 0.5137 6.9592 tree2tree_21_gs 0.5058 6.9624
str2tree_21r_gs 0.4834 6.7537 tree2tree_21r_gs 0.5087 6.8801
str2tree_211_gs 0.5248 6.9332 tree2tree_211_gs 0.5277 6.9996
str2tree_211r_gs 0.4951 6.7742 tree2tree_211r_gs 0.5242 6.9463
str2tree_22_gs 0.5226 6.9805 tree2tree_22_gs 0.5261 6.9791
str2tree_22r_gs 0.5044 6.9144 tree2tree_22r_gs 0.5158 6.9560
str2tree_221_gs 0.5308 7.0446 tree2tree_221_gs 0.5339 7.0044
str2tree_221r_gs 0.5174 6.9520 tree2tree_221r_gs 0.5233 7.0217
Table 1: BLEU and NIST scores from the evaluation
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System/
Configuration METEOR Coverage
System/
Configuration METEOR Coverage
CMU_TnT 68.52% 62.92% man_gold 72.67% 68.54%
str2str_11_gs 72.27% 92.29% tree2str_11_gs 71.98% 75.63%
str2str_11r_gs 71.01% 92.29% tree2str_11r_gs 70.36% 71.67%
str2str_111_gs 72.22% 91.25% tree2str_111_gs 73.21% 78.13%
str2str_111r_gs 72.62% 89.58% tree2str_111r_gs 71.52% 71.88%
str2str_12_gs 72.43% 92.50% tree2str_12_gs 72.86% 77.29%
str2str_12r_gs 72.97% 90.83% tree2str_12r_gs 71.99% 72.50%
str2str_121_gs 73.01% 92.29% tree2str_121_gs 72.85% 78.33%
str2str_121r_gs 72.53% 88.13% tree2str_121r_gs 71.59% 74.17%
str2str_21_gs 72.50% 92.92% tree2str_21_gs 72.92% 75.63%
str2str_21r_gs 71.30% 91.88% tree2str_21r_gs 70.04% 71.46%
str2str_211_gs 71.96% 91.25% tree2str_211_gs 73.43% 78.13%
str2str_211r_gs 72.54% 89.38% tree2str_211r_gs 71.58% 71.67%
str2str_22_gs 72.35% 92.29% tree2str_22_gs 73.12% 77.29%
str2str_22r_gs 73.08% 90.83% tree2str_22r_gs 71.72% 72.50%
str2str_221_gs 73.27% 92.29% tree2str_221_gs 72.96% 78.33%
str2str_221r_gs 72.25% 87.71% tree2str_221r_gs 71.72% 73.75%
str2tree_11_gs 71.65% 80.00% tree2tree_11_gs 71.29% 71.67%
str2tree_11r_gs 69.89% 74.38% tree2tree_11r_gs 71.18% 69.38%
str2tree_111_gs 72.88% 83.96% tree2tree_111_gs 72.77% 72.50%
str2tree_111r_gs 70.52% 72.08% tree2tree_111r_gs 72.64% 70.21%
str2tree_12_gs 72.53% 78.96% tree2tree_12_gs 72.99% 72.08%
str2tree_12r_gs 70.80% 72.08% tree2tree_12r_gs 71.82% 71.04%
str2tree_121_gs 73.28% 82.50% tree2tree_121_gs 73.76% 72.08%
str2tree_121r_gs 71.74% 75.00% tree2tree_121r_gs 72.74% 71.67%
str2tree_21_gs 72.34% 79.38% tree2tree_21_gs 71.36% 71.25%
str2tree_21r_gs 70.40% 73.96% tree2tree_21r_gs 71.51% 69.58%
str2tree_211_gs 72.73% 83.96% tree2tree_211_gs 72.70% 72.50%
str2tree_211r_gs 70.58% 72.08% tree2tree_211r_gs 72.79% 70.21%
str2tree_22_gs 72.16% 78.96% tree2tree_22_gs 72.89% 71.88%
str2tree_22r_gs 70.85% 72.29% tree2tree_22r_gs 71.45% 71.04%
str2tree_221_gs 73.11% 82.08% tree2tree_221_gs 74.00% 71.88%
str2tree_221r_gs 71.44% 75.00% tree2tree_221r_gs 72.44% 71.25%
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System/
Configuration BLEU NIST
System/
Configuration BLEU NIST
str2tree_11_gs 0.0318 1.1280 tree2str_21_gs 0.0312 1.0732
str2tree_111_gs 0.0117 0.7437 tree2str_211_gs 0.0132 0.7424
str2tree_12_gs 0.1211 2.9097 tree2str_22_gs 0.1203 3.1886
str2tree_121_gs 0.0627 2.0401 tree2str_221_gs 0.1289 3.0685
str2tree_21_gs 0.0317 1.1357 tree2tree_11_gs 0.1215 3.0921
str2tree_211_gs 0.0122 0.7394 tree2tree_111_gs 0.1031 2.6339
str2tree_22_gs 0.1053 2.7542 tree2tree_12_gs 0.1318 3.0599
str2tree_221_gs 0.0249 1.0827 tree2tree_121_gs 0.1209 2.7943
tree2str_11_gs 0.0372 1.2731 tree2tree_21_gs 0.1092 2.8608
tree2str_111_gs 0.0129 0.7342 tree2tree_211_gs 0.1013 2.5739
tree2str_12_gs 0.1226 3.2462 tree2tree_22_gs 0.1249 3.0720
tree2str_121_gs 0.1237 3.0898 tree2tree_221_gs 0.1213 2.7998
Table 3: BLEU and NIST scores from the evaluation
of  English–to–German translation using various versions
of  the EuroParl parallel treebank
System/
Configuration METEOR Coverage
System/
Configuration METEOR Coverage
str2tree_11_gs 9.90% 80.32% tree2str_21_gs 10.14% 50.31%
str2tree_111_gs 5.88% 75.62% tree2str_211_gs 5.11% 28.67%
str2tree_12_gs 38.36% 83.52% tree2str_22_gs 36.31% 84.06%
str2tree_121_gs 21.07% 79.33% tree2str_221_gs 33.75% 76.51%
str2tree_21_gs 10.16% 79.98% tree2tree_11_gs 32.44% 37.93%
str2tree_211_gs 5.94% 75.62% tree2tree_111_gs 32.71% 65.74%
str2tree_22_gs 35.08% 84.30% tree2tree_12_gs 34.88% 50.23%
str2tree_221_gs 9.93% 84.48% tree2tree_121_gs 35.46% 67.98%
tree2str_11_gs 11.77% 55.85% tree2tree_21_gs 31.80% 39.59%
tree2str_111_gs 5.19% 29.00% tree2tree_211_gs 32.40% 65.74%
tree2str_12_gs 36.88% 84.06% tree2tree_22_gs 35.09% 49.39%
tree2str_121_gs 33.53% 75.28% tree2tree_221_gs 35.70% 67.29%
Table 4: METEOR and coverage scores from the evaluation
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